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PreCon Information
Contacting the Convention

* by mail
If you have questions about, or suggestions for, the convention, 

please write to us. You can include more details in a letter and it 
is much less likely that your message will be misplaced if you 
write to us. Your letter will be copied and routed to the proper 
person or persons. Our address is:

Noreascon Three
Box 46, MIT Branch Post Office
Cambridge, MA 02139
USA

Please try to address your letter to the person, Area, or Division 
of interest.

• by electronic mail
We also accept electronic mail. Users of various electronic 

mail services can contact us with routine inquiries, comments, and 
correspondence. Fans on CompuServe™, GEnie™, BIX, 
DELPHI, or Internet can reach us by sending mail to one of the 
addresses listed below.

BIX: Noreascon
CompuServe™: 76107,270
DELPHI: Noreascon
GEnie™: NOREASCON3
Internet: noreascon3@ringwld.UUCP

or ringwld!noreascon3@XAIT.Xerox.COM
or {decvax 11i nu s}!x ai t! ri ngw Id! noreascon3 

not accept credit card purchases, items requiring signatures such 
as the Hugo ballots, or the like electronically. Also remember to 
include the same information you would include in a written letter 
(i.e., full name, mailing [and electronic] address, membership 
number, and phone number if appropriate).

We will try to get back to you as soon as possible. However, 
since the persons who receive the mail are not usually the people 
who answer it, some delays may occur. We won’t necessarily 
reply by E-mail.

• by phone
We do have a phone, (617) 776-3243, but we are not always at 

the clubhouse, and our answering machine does not record mes
sages. Our answering machine message is updated frequently 
with information about worksessions and news about the conven
tion. It includes the latest information on hotels.

Volunteers
Noreascon Three needs your help to run a successful 

Worldcon! It doesn’t matter if N3 is your first convention, or if 
you’re an old hand. Please volunteer for a few hours. If you’re 
interested, write to People Mover, c/o the N3 box. If you have a 
particular expertise, or if you are interested in working on a 
specific area, let us know. We try to match the job with the 
interest. As is customary, we plan to reimburse the membership 
costs of hard-working volunteers if funds are available after the 
convention.

We will also have a gopher hole for our volunteers, where you 
can go to relax, have a soda, and meet other gophers.

Please do not attempt to conduct business via networks; we will

Your Mailing Label
Your mailing label contains the following information:

• Your name as it appears in our records or possibly 
a more “familiar” form that you prefer, e.g., Pat 
instead of Patricia.

• Your membership number followed by your status 
code (a=attending; s=supporting; c=child, who 
won’t receive publications, but will get a children’s 
mailing in Spring ’89).

• Your address.

Note that any change in membership status from that 
published herein or in previous progress reports is 
reflected on your label.

We would appreciate it if you wrote us to correct any 
errors.

Call for Local Volunteers
If you live in the Boston area and would like to help out 

and meet the Noreascon committee, we are holding 
worksessions every Wednesday evening beginning at 6:30 
pm between now and Noreascon Three. We require assis
tance in stuffing envelopes, sorting mail, and other tasks 
that need little or no training.

The worksessions will be held starting at 6:30 pm at the 
New England Science Fiction Association (NESFA) Club
house in Somerville. The Clubhouse is located at 504 
Medford St., one block south of Broadway. You can reach 
NESFA at (617) 625-2311 for directions any Wednesday 
evening.

We will also need local fans to help with convention 
move-in & set-up and convention tear-down.

Taxing information
Please note that Massachusetts charges a 5% sales and meals 

tax. The Art Show will collect this tax, and Massachusetts 
requires Hucksters to collect it.

The hotel tax in Boston is 9.7%.
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Membership Information
Memberships

Noreascon Three has two types of memberships: Attending 
and Supporting. Both include voting privileges on the Hugo 
Awards and on site selection for the 1992 Worldcon. Members 
registered before the convention will receive copies of all our 
major publications. This includes all magazine-style progress 
reports, all newsletter progress reports published after the time 
you join, the Program Book, and any post-con publications. An 
Attending Membership also gives you the right to attend the 
convention and the World Science Fiction Society business 
meeting.

Conversions
A Supporting Membership may be converted to an Attending 

Membership at any time by paying the difference between the 
Supporting price ($20) and the Attending Membership rate at the 
time you convert. If you plan on attending Noreascon Three and 
currently have only a Supporting Membership, you should con
sider converting at this time, since the rates are higher at the door.

Membership Rates
All of our rates are in U.S. dollars. You can send U.S. or the 

equivalent Canadian funds to us, or the equivalent in their local 
currency to our agents (see page 1 for addresses). (Canadians may 
send us a check in Canadian dollars; we have a Canadian bank 
account.) We also accept MasterCard and Visa. Please remember 
not to send cash through the mail. Make checks payable to 
“Noreascon Three”. Until the preregistration cutoff our rates are:

(to 7/15/89)
Attending $80
Supporting $20
Conversion from Supporting to Attending $60 
Children’s Admission $50

Please note that preregistration ends on July 15, 1989. All 
memberships after that time must be purchased at the door.

Children’s Admission
Children who will be less than 12 years old at Noreascon Three 

have three options:

Attend as a kld-in-tow—Children who stay with their 
parents/guardians throughout the convention are consid
ered kids-in-tow and pay no attendance fee. However, they 
may not attend any convention activities alone and may not 
participate in Children’s Programming or Babysitting.

Buy a full Attending Membership-Children can, of 
course, buy full Attending Memberships. This gives them 
the same rights as any other member: They can vote for the 
Hugos and future Worldcons and will receive all publica
tions. They can attend any event on their own. In addition, 
they can use Babysitting with no additional charge.

Buy a Children’s Admission—The third option is to 
buy a Children’s Admission, which may be purchased only 
in conjunction with someone else’s Attending Member
ship. Children’s Admissions entitle children (under 12 at 
the convention) to take part in any at-con activity on their 
own and to use babysitting for free. This includes one-day 
Children’s Admissions. The difference from Attending 
Memberships is that the children do not receive any publi
cations (including the Program Book), nor do they have the 
right to vote on the Hugos or site selection. (Note that since 
they will not be able to vote on the 1992 site selection, they 
will not be eligible for any special voter rate.)

A Children’s Admission may be converted to an Attending 
Membership at any time by paying the difference between the 
amount paid for it and the current Attending rate.

Transferring Memberships
We can not give membership refunds; however, a membership 

may be transferred. This is best done in advance, though it can 
also be done at the convention. To transfer your membership to 
someone, you must give them a signed letter containing your 
name, your address, and, if possible, your membership number. If 
you have changed your name or address since you bought your 
membership, you should also provide your original name and/or 
address. The letter must tell us to whom the membership is being 
transferred. The person who currently owns the membership must 
sign it. All transfers before the convention must be sent to us by 
July 31,1989. This is two weeks after the pre-registration cutoff 
date (July 15), because we hope to reduce the number of transfers 
that we have to process at the convention.

If the transfer occurs at the convention, the person presenting 
the letter will also have to present identification with their name 
and address on it. They should be prepared to wait a bit, since we 
will have to find your membership in our database before we can 
transfer it.

Missing Fans
If you move, please send us your change of address. The 

convention is approaching and we do not wish to lose you.

Call for Write-ups on 
World SF Fandom

We plan to include reports on science fiction fandom from 
around the globe in the Noreascon Souvenir Book. If your club or 
society would like to participate, please send us a write-up about 
the sf happenings of 1988-89 in your area or country. We hope to 
include material that reaches us as late as June 1,1989.

We would appreciate and are willing to print the write-up in 
your native language, but it must be in camera-ready form. Due 
to space limitation, please make sure your write-up is a column no 
larger than 9’/4" (23.5 cm) by 3V2" (8.5 cm) (about 500 words). If 
you send us the text in English, we will typeset it.

We hope to hear from many of you so that we can truly make 
this a world event.
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At-Con Registration
We will have registration open on Wednesday, Thursday, 

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. The exact locations and 
times have not yet been decided; we plan to have these details in 
PR7. Unlike some past Worldcons, we plan to have a single 
registration location for everyone including staff, program par
ticipants, artists, and hucksters. In our experience, having sepa
rateregistration just leads to more hassles, since people often have 
to go to several places to find their badge. Since we are not staffing 
multiple registration areas, we can concentrate on making it as 
easy as possible for you to register.

To speed up your registration, please bring your Quickie Form 
from PR7.

At-the-Door Membership Rates
Our at-con registration rates have been set. A full Membership 

includes the Souvenir Book, the right to vote on the 1992 Site 
Selection, and the right to attend the WSFS business meeting. A 
one-day attendance does not include these, but allows the attendee 
to participate in all other Noreascon activities. A Children’s full 
admission entitles children 12 years old and under to attend all 
Noreascon activities including Dragonslair and Babysitting, with 
the exception of the WSFS business meeting. They will not 
receive the Souvenir Book or be able to vote on site selection. 
Children’s one-day rates convey the same privileges.

Attending
Thursday $110
Friday $110
Saturday $100
Sunday $65
Monday $30

Regular Children’:
One-day Children’s One-day

$30 $90 $25
$40 $90 $35
$40 $80 $35
$40 $50 $35
$25 $25 $25

Badges
We are trying to make our badge readable! Your badge will 

have your name, as it appears on your mailing label, in letters large 
enough for people to read at a distance. It will also show your 
membership number and your city/state, city/province, or city/ 
country. If possible, it will also include any fannish name you 
supplied to us. If you prefer a more casual form of your first name 
than is on your mailing label, please let us know by August 1st.

1939 Worldcon Special
Members of the first Worldcon, and those excluded from 

it, will receive free memberships in Noreascon Three. 
Please write us if you plan to attend.

HELP!
We need people to help with registration. This includes people 

to type and run laminators. If you are interested, please write to 
Registration at the Noreascon address.

Andre Norton to Give 
Fantasy Award

We announced in Progress Report 4 that Andre Norton 
will sponsor an award, The Gryphon, for the best unpub
lished fantasy work by a woman writer new to the field. She 
will present the first annual award at Noreascon Three. 
Besides the trophy, a prize of $500.00 will be given, and 
probable publication.

The award will go to a published author who has sold no 
more than two books or short stories at the time of judging. 
Deadline for the first award reading is July 1,1989.Submis- 
sions should be mailed to Andre Norton; 1600 Spruce Ave.; 
Winter Park, FL 32789.

Judging for the first year will be done by Andre Norton 
and two associates. A judging committee, including the 
award winner, will be established for future years.

Department of Missing Fans
The Post Office tells us that we no longer have current 

addresses for the following members:

Edward F. Fausel Tallahassee, FL
Kimberly Fillmore Ottawa, ONT, CANADA
Laurie Ann Guemic Midland Park, NJ
Christina McDonald East Hartford, CT
Bill Paul London, ONT, CANADA
Flora Schwcgman 
Merlin D. Schwegman Isla Vista, CA
Tadd Torborg Nashua, NH
Lanny Waitsman Chicago, IL
Kevin D. Williams Baltimore, MD

If you know any of them or their addresses, please send 
us their current addresses or let them know we need it.
Thanks for your help.
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Noreascon Program Book
Every year the Worldcon has traditionally published a “pro

gram book” which, for the most part, is neverread by the attendees 
until after the convention is over. This year, we plan to do 
something different.

We will be publishing a convention “souvenir” book, a year
book of sorts. The Souvenir Book will contain most of the 
standard features of a traditional program book: write-ups on the 
Guests of Honor; information about this year’s Hugo nominees; 
Worldcon history; the WSFS Constitution; the committee list, etc. 
In addition, it will contain interesting, innovative features: re
views of the previous forty-six Worldcons, by fans who attended 
the first one in 1939; write-ups about sf around the world; 
information about North American sf clubs; and much more.

The Souvenir Book will NOT contain information about the 
program or films. Instead this information will be included in the 
“program booklet”.

The program booklet will be a “small” (approximately 32 
pages) publication containing panel and main events schedule and 
descriptions, Art Show and Hucksters’ Room hours, autograph 
times, gaming and filking information, film schedules and de
scriptions, etc. This will go to press about a week before the 
convention and contain as accurate a synopsis of the program as 
possible. But since there will inevitably be last-minute changes, 
the first edition of each day’s daily newsletter will be a complete 
up-to-date listing of that day’s program.

We will also be publishing a restaurant guide containing those 
things a hungry fan needs to know about a restaurant: the location, 
type of food, and cost. Maps of the convention area will be 
provided.

September 29 thru October 1,1989

Guest of Honor
Jack Chalker

Other Guests
Eva Chalker Whitley 

Roland Green 
Frieda Murray 

Buck & Juanita Coulson

Advertising Rates
The Noreascon Three Souvenir Book’s ad copy deadline is 

May 15, 1989. Please contact us directly for rates for the final 
progress report, PR 7. The following are the Souvenir Book rates:

Size Image Area Professional Fan

Full Page 7*4" x 10" (A) $350 $80
Half Page (B) $200 $50

3’4" X 10" (C) $200 $50
Quarter Page 3'4” X 4%" (D) $125 $30

7V2"x214" (E) $125 $30

• Please write to us with requests for special processing 
(including a full description of what is desired). Informa
tion on availability and costs will be sent to you as soon 
as possible.

• We request that payment accompany ad copy.

Please write to us for details on color ad rates. They will be 
expensive. No fan discount is available.

For more information, please contact Rick Katze at the 
Noreascon address.

Progress Report 7
Progress Report 7 is our last PR. It will be mailed first-class 

to all preregistered members, and by air-mail to overseas mem
bers, on August 1,1989. It will contain as close to a final schedule 
as we can manage, detailed directions on how to get to the con by 
car and public transit, and other last-minute information.

PR7 will also contain your Quickie Registration Form. We are 
determined that people who bring their Quickie form to Registra
tion will not have to stand in line, and will not find registering for 
Noreascon to be a hassle. We’ll try to make life easy for 
everybody, but our best efforts will be made for fans who help us 
by bringing their Quickie.

You do want to receive PR7, so please tell us if your address 
changes!

An intimate Science Fiction convention 
focusing on the written word

Huxter Room, Art Show, Con Suite, Filking

Membership $18.00 until May 1,1989 
at the Columbus Marriott North • 614-888-1885 
6500 Doubletree Ave • Columbus • OH 43229 

For more information write: Fanaco Inc.
376 Colonial Avenue • Worthington • OH 43085

Progress Reports
Many of our later-joining members did not receive 

ProgressReports #2-4. This is because these were newslet
ters, detailing our then-current plans, but containing no 
“feature” articles. Only a limited number were printed. All 
pertinent information they contained has been duplicated in 
Progress Report 5. All pre-registered members will receive 
Progress Reports #1, and #5-7.
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The FourthFourth Street 
antasy Convention

Guest of Honor: Guest Editor:
Tim Powers <8 Beth Meacham

Music and Dancing with Cats Laughing

A convention for readers and practitioners of the fantasy arts

June 23, 24 & 25, 1989
Sheraton Park Place Hotel • Minneapolis, Minnesota

Registration: $22 until June 1st; $35 at the door
4242 Minnehaha Avenue South • Minneapolis, MN 55406

For hotel reservations, contact: Sheraton Park Place Hotel 
5555 Wayzata Blvd • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416 • (612) 542-8600

Rates are as follows:
$54/night for single or double; $64/night for triple or quad 

$100/night for single or double lanai suite; $12/person for extra occupancy

Our previous guests:
John Crowley Roger Zelazny Jane Yolen Terri Windling 

David Hartwell Thomas Canty Patricia McKillip Robert Gould

How much love, intelligent 
conversation, wild partying, 
great music, and long-term 
friendships can one person 
stand! Find out at Fourth
Street. I did!

- Jane Yolen, author



Travel Information
Discounts on Delta and American Airlines

Garber Travel is the Official Travel Agent for Noreascon 
Three. Garber Travel is one of the largest independent travel 
agencies, with 50 offices across New England, New York, and 
Illinois.

Garber has made arrangements for special airline fares on 
Delta and American Airlines. Both American and Delta are 
offering 5% off the lowest applicable fare (typically the Super
Saver fare) for those who meet the travel and purchasing restric
tions. For those who don’t meet the restrictions, Delta is offering 
40% off regular economy fares for persons who purchase tickets 
at least 14 days before they travel, and Ame rica n is offering 45% 
off. The non-refundable, SuperSaver fares typically require the 
traveller to stay over a Saturday night. To take advantage of these 
special fares, call Garber Travel at 800-225-4570, and ask for the 
Noreascon desk. If you prefer to call the airline directly, the 
telephone number for Delta is 800-241-6760; tell them Gold file 
“N0184”. The telephone number for American is 800-443- 
1790; tell them Star file “S17123”. Please have your frequent 
flyer number available when you call.

Garber can also give you information on traveling through 
New England around the time of the convention, car rentals, bed 
and breakfasts, etc. Note that Garber is not handling reservations 
for the convention hotels. Noreascon Three is handling hotel 
reservations.

Everything Jules Verne should have written.
Everything H.G. Wells could have written.

Everything A. Conan Doyle thought of, but never published— 
because if was too fantastic.

Everything you need for the adventures of the century!

W'rite for a free 16-page 
introduction to Space: 1889.

Since 19 7 3

GOW
PO Box 1 646 

Bloomington, IL 61702-1646

Noreascon Three Sales Items
We are planning on having a number of convention items for 

sale, including: a limited-edition anthology edited by (and con
taining a story by) Andre Norton, a fanzine by The Stranger Club, 
the traditional Worldcon t-shirts, a Noreascon coffee mug, and 
two decorative pins.

Donations
Noreascon Three gratefully acknowledges two donations:

L. A.con II has donated $1,000 to pay for most of the 
cost of producing the Hugo rockets.

W.S.F.A., the DC-area club, has donated $1,000 to 
pay for the 50th Anniversary Cake for the Thursday 
night Extravaganza.

Call for Information on North 
American SF Organizations

Noreascon is considering including a list of fan clubs in North 
America in our souvenir book. If your organization would like to 
be listed, please send us a letter including your name, address, 
meeting times, and a short description of your organization. We 
may include material that reaches us as late as June 1,1989.

If the souvenir book doesn’t have room, the information you 
send to us will be passed on to an appropriate group.

Weapons Policy
Noreascon Three will continue the policies of most recent 

Worldcons: No weapons and nothing that looks like a weapon 
will be permitted. In addition, we will not allow weapons to be 
sold in the Hucksters’ Room. If a weapon is an integral part of 
your Masquerade costume, please write Suford Lewis, the 
Masquerade Director, at the Noreascon address.

Damaged or Lost 
Progress Reports Replaced
We will gladly replace any PR lost or badly damaged by 

the Post Office. Please write us to request a replacement 
copy. Back copies of newsletter-style PRs are limited.

12 Noreascon Three



What 
A

Find!
Vote Phoenix in 93 Vot®

WorldCom Bid
Knowledgeable Committee

Terry Gish -- Bid Co-Chair 
Chair of 4 conventions including 

WesterCon 41
Randy Rau -- Bid Co-Chair 

Chair of 4 conventions including 
WesterCon 35 and World Fantasy 

Convention
Bruce Farr -- Co-Vice-Choir 

Chair of 3 conventions including 
CactusCon, the 1987 NASFiC

Eric Hanson -- Co-Vice-Chair 
Chair of 2 LepreCons

Plus a Cast of Hundreds

Co-Operative Facilities

Phoenix Civic Plaza 
Phoenix Hyatt Regency 

Sheraton Phoenix

All Facilities have hosted several 
successful science fiction conventions 

including the 1978 World con, 
CactusCon, WesterCon35, WesterCon 
41, CopperCons, and LepreCons, and 

the 1988 SmofCon

A Sure Combination for a Quality WorldCon
For more information or a $5 Pre-Supporting membership: Write P.O. Box 26665, 

Tempe, AZ 85282
Name (s)________________________________________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________________________________________

City State Zip

Enclosed is $___ for Supporting Membership(s) in the Phoenix in '93 WorldCon Bid.



.. .when last we left Louis Wu on page 31 of Progress Report 
Five, he was face to face with a two-headed something wearing 
a Boxboro Fandom teeshirt! ?!...

The two forelegs were set wide apart, so that the beast's small 
clawed hooves formed almost an equilateral triangle. Its eyes, one to 
a head and set in deep bone sockets, blinked and stared glossily at 
Louis Wu. Louis guessed that the thing was an alien animal. But then 
he noticed the large, soft belly that hung low from beneath the 
Boxboro Fandom teeshirt...and a memory floated up from eighteen 
decades behind him.

This was a rheveleer. A Molson's rheveleer. It was as least as in
telligent as a man. And it could drink any species found in Known 
Space under the table.

Louis said, "Can I help you?"
"You can. Come with me. I have some friends I'd like you to 

meet," said the alien, punctuating the sentence with a small belch.
Louis Wu made a sound of disgust. “Why would I do that?”
The rheveleer made no answer, his two heads swaying slowly from 

side to side.
"Now I remember. You're partyers. Your whole ethical system is 

based on partying."
"Inaccurate as that judgment is, it will serve us."
"Well, it could be worse," Louis conceded. Every sentient species 

had its quirks. Surely the rheveleer would be more fun to deal with 
than the racially paranoid Yuppos, or the Kzintights with their hair- 
trigger sneezing instincts, or the sessile Grogs with their.. .disturbing 
substitute for potato chips.

The sight of the rheveleer had jarred loose a whole atticful of dusty 
memories: the taste of Louis's first tobacco cigarette, the feel of a bot
tle opener under clumsy untrained fingers, lists of Interworld pick-up 
phrases to be memorized, the sound and feel of Guinness, the uncer
tainties and embarrassments of extreme youth and extreme overindul
gence.

The alien spoke. "What do you know of my species?"
"It's been a long time since college. You had a celebratory empire 

thousands of years old and a string of night clubs and discos at least 
scores of light years across. You're the only species known to drink 
bheer with one mouth and simultaneously tell off-color jokes with an
other. We know the Yuppos partied with you eons ago, but we have 
only known the Yuppos since the early 80’s. You had all the A-list 
aliens dying to get into your extravaganzas, but you left it all behind. 
You fled Known Space. Why?”

"Bottle deposits. Lugging all those empties back to the store got to 
be a real pain in the hind leg. But when my species fled, I was left be
hind to keep surveillance on the Boxboro Fandom Group. We recent
ly made full contact. They are among the few left in Known Space 
worthy of the heritage of the rheveleers. You must come meet with 
them."

"What's in it for me?"
"You, Louis Wu, will be the first human being to wear a rheveleer 

hyperspace partypak. With it, the wearer can completely overcome 
the effects of slinertia."

Overcome the effects of slinertia! Louis's mind gasped for compre
hension. Basic facts: Physics 101...SLINERTIA: the irresistible force 
which causes otherwise sentient beings to forget how much they have 
had to drink and slide steadily towards a state of advanced stupor. 
Slinertial forces increase logarithmically with consumption. Slinertial 
forces and functional intelligence are inversely proportional.

Then it struck him. This is what the Boxboro Fandom note had 
meant!!

The rheveleer looked at him and smiled. "Happy Birthday, Louis 
Wu."

Louis Wu’s 
Birthday 

the definitive extravaganza,
on Friday night, September 1, 1989

Come along with Louis Wu and celebrate his 200’th birth
day. Brave the transfer disks as you...dance the night away 
with a live jazz band at Mardi Gras in New Orleans...see 
Tokyo through mirrorshades...visit a garden on the Puppeteer 
planet, and get photographed with your favorite eetee...chat 
with Chief Architect Larry Niven...play the Mad Hatter’s fla
mingo croquet game (but watch out for the Queen of 
Hearts!)...and try to decipher the mysteries of the map room in 
a castle some call Heaven. Planning for this multi-faceted cel
ebration is well underway, but not yet completed. How about a 
Mardi Gras parade populated by Kzinti and Puppeteers (cos
tumers take notice)? Or a Kzinti embassy? We’re looking for 
fan performers who are willing to do short demonstra
tions...keyboardists to do technopunk or synth jazz, martial 
artists (kendo kata, sumo, aikido), and other artists (mime, etc.)

Interested? Have ideas and/or comments? Want to help? 
We’d love to hear from you.

Write to: Extravaganzas Division, c/o Noreascon 3
Box 46, MIT Branch 
Cambridge, MA 02139 USA 
Attn: Steve Boheim

For those who intend to help out the Louis Wu Party at the conven
tion, please make sure you sign up as Noreascon III gophers.

Boxboro Fandom, a Massachusetts-based greup known for their open theme parties at Boskcne, is hosting this Noreascon Three extravaganza.



Convention Schedule and Events
What’s Where at Noreascon

The Hynes Convention Center is the center of events at 
Noreascon Three. Nearly all events will occur in the Hynes or in 
the directly-connected Sheraton-Boston Hotel. It is possible that 
we may have a limited number of special-interest items at the 
Hilton, and we are working on their scheduling.

The first level of the Hynes will probably hold our Registra
tion. We have also reserved all the small function rooms on this 
level. Another convention will be moving out of the first-level 
Exhibit Halls on Thursday and a second show will start moving in 
on Monday or Tuesday. This level has an outdoor (30' distance) 
connection to the Sheraton’s second floor through the Prudential 
Center Plaza.

On the second level of the Hynes, the central corridor runs 
between the Auditorium and Exhibit Halls C and D on one side, 
and function rooms on the other. Hall C is the ConCourse, our area 
for exhibits, information of all kinds, and general socializing. 
Connected to Hall C is Hall D, the Hucksters’ Room. On the other 
side of Hall C is the Auditorium, in which we’ll have large 
program items and the evening extravaganzas (Hugos, Masquer
ade, SF Tonight!, and the 50th Anniversary Party). Both Hall C 
and Hall D have direct connections to the Sheraton’s third floor. 
The function rooms on the other side of the central corridor will 
contain the Con Suite, more exhibits, Club SF, program, and 
miscellaneous.

The third level of the Hynes is the main area for Program, and 
also contains Ballrooms A, B, and C, where the Film Program will 
be.

The Sheraton’s second floor will be devoted mostly to the Art 
Show, with babysitting, Dragonslair, and some program there 
also. We may have early-bird registration here, too.

The Sheraton’s third floor will be mostly convention admini
strative areas and Special-Interest-Group program rooms.

Noreascon in a Nutshell
Here’s a quick schedule of Noreascon. Remember, it’s cast in 

silly putty right now, so we may still make changes, but we won’t 
without a pretty strong reason.

Wednesday, August 30
Convention setup. There will be no program and no exhibits 

open. However, Registration will be open. This is a good day to 
help us set up, or to see Boston.

Thursday, August 31
The convention officially starts at 12 noon, with programming 

and films. Hucksters’ Room opens in the afternoon and the Art 
Show in the evening. Exhibits and the ConCourse should be open 
all day and evening. Thursday evening’s extravaganza is the 50th 
Anniversary Party, which includes the traditional “Meet the Pros 
Party”.

Friday, September 1
Noreascon is in full operation. We have a full day of program 

and films beginning about 10 am, Art Show and Hucksters are 
open the usual hours, and the WSFS Preliminary Business Meet
ing starts at 10 am. The Friday evening extravaganzas are SF 
Tonight! in the Auditorium, and later the Boxboro Party (Louis 
Wu’s Birthday). Things close late.

Saturday, September 2
Another day of full operation. The schedule is like Friday’s 

except that Site-Selection balloting closes at 6 pm. The evening’s 
extravaganza is the Hugo Ceremony, and we plan to follow it by 
a screening of the Dramatic Presentation winner.

Sunday, September 3
Sunday is the last full day of the convention. The 50th 

Anniversary Brunch is at 11 am, and bidding in the Art Show 
closes around 5 pm. The evening’s extravaganza is the Masquer
ade.

Monday, September 4
Noreascon becomes history at 2 pm with our special Closing 

Ceremony. Hucksters’ Room and Art Show close during the af
ternoon and most program ends by 3 pm. By Monday evening, the 
dead dog parties will be all that’s left. (Except for teardown, 
which continues until Wednesday—care to help us?)

Daily Newsletter
Noreascon Three’s daily newsletter, The Looking Glass, will 

be one of your best sources for up-to-date information, news, 
gossip, and good humor at the convention.

The newsletter will be issued at least twice a day, more if we 
have more news, and will never be longer than two sides of one 
sheet. One issue (probably the first one each morning) will 
contain a complete listing of the daily program, making any 
necessary corrections and additions to the listing in your program 
booklet.

We’ve seen newsletters distributed in catch-as-catch-can piles 
sporadically around a convention, so you never know if you have 
the latest one or not. To avoid this, Noreascon Three will have a 
central distribution point—a clearly labeled table in the 
ConCourse near the Information Desk—that we will keep 
stocked. We will reprint newsletter issues if we run out.

The Looking Glass will be edited by Marie Bartlett-Sloan. If 
you want to help with producing it during the con, want to 
contribute a logo for one of the issues, or have ideas on how to 
make it better, please get in touch with her or with Debbie Notkin, 
care of Noreascon Three.

Press Relations
Noreascon Three will have a Press Relations office. If 

you are a member of the press who intends to cover 
Noreascon Three, please contact us in advance.
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“Meet Me in the ConCourse”
Passing Fancies has a magic show starting soon.
Or in the Used Book Ghetto, I want to look over the books.
Or over by the fast food, my rumbling stomach is drowning out 

the panelists.

The ConCourse will be your place to wander or rest, get a snack 
or meet friends. Come on up the escalators from registration and 
head for Hynes Hall C, to the left of the Hucksters’ Room. Cruise 
through the exhibits, check out the freebie racks, get a book 
autographed. You can people-watch from a bench in the Park, 
where the “lawn” is tougher than grass but as easy on the feet. You 
can vote on the 1992 Worldcon or learn about sections of fandom 
that interest you at the Special Interest Group tables.

Visit us. Here is some of what we will have for you:
• Passing Fancies—Short performances or demonstrations, 

such as storytelling, dancers, sketch artists, and filksinging. The 
idea is to entertain or instruct in ten- to twenty-minute chunks. Do 
you have a skill or talent others might enjoy? Drop us a note at the 
Noreascon PO box. (People who have spoken to us at cons should 
write to us now to refresh our memories.)

• Special Interest Tables—Ever wondered why some people 
wear very long scarves at cons? Curious about what happens at 
an SCA tourney? Stop by. We’ll have representatives from the 
special interest groups who give fandom much of its savor.

• Exhibits—Would you follow if a large white rabbit rushed 
by? Visit the Alice exhibit and re-live your old joy in a wonderful 
story. Or scan the Portrait Gallery to find out what some of your 
favorite pros look like. (Wait a minute—I knew that guy in high 
school.) Or admire the designs in the Costuming and Masquerade 
exhibit.

• The Readers’ Room—A quiet place stocked with science 
fiction books and magazines where you can pass a pleasant hour 
of two away from the crowds and activity. It will be located off 
the main ConCourse.

• The Information Desk—Get answers and help instead of 
wasting time being confused. For example, there will be a restau
rant guide, maps of the city and the facilities, program informa
tion, etc. If you are fluent in a foreign language and would like to 
help translate for foreign fans, please write to us.

• Autograph Sessions
• Freebie Racks—flyers on upcoming conventions, bids, sf 

organizations, and whatever seems to fit.
• The Message Center—where you can leave a note for a friend, 

or find out about parties.

Many other ideas are being considered. We will have a 
Scavenger Hunt, for information rather than objects—hotels get 
testy about disappearing plants. Maybe a Trivia Bowl—we’re 
looking for a volunteer to do the at-con work. A G&S singalong? 
Guided tours of the exhibits? A Punday Board? Balloon and/or 
bubble-blowing contests?

Do you have ideas to contribute? Or time? A special skill or 
talent? Write to us at the Noreascon address. See you in the 
ConCourse.

Exhibits
In the fannish tradition we plan to bring you entertainment with 

a light gloss of education. Please stop by and check it out. If you 
have material that you’d like to contribute, ideas that you’d like to 
share, or if you’d just like to help, please contact the people below 
at the Noreascon Three address.

CULTURAL
Alice Exhibit arranged by Jane Jewell

Our heroine will have her very own exhibit at Noreascon 
Three. She will also be conducting a trivia contest to find out who 
her real fans are. (Suitable prizes will be awarded for first, second, 
and third place.)

We need interesting Alice-related material for the exhibit and 
questions for the trivia contest. Questions may be in any Alice- 
related area: the books, the author’s life, various illustrations, the 
movies, spinoffs, and serious and humorous criticism, to name but

A Few Verses on Noreascon Exhibits
by Carolyn Sayre

’Twas long ago and far away
The first Fans met for quiet fun.
They knew not what they’d spawn today 
Eight thousand strong to Boston come.

The History of SF Cons
Bruce Pelz unveils from days of yore— 
Those doughty Fannish eidolons 
That bent the branch and ope’d the door.

In purple ink on browning paper
They traced the course of primal feats. 
From attic, basement, bedroom, foyer, 
Intrepid Nancy Fanzines seeks

And arranges them in serried ranks 
To document the fleeing scenes. 
Then to Mike Glyer we give thanks 
For showing us some current ’zines.

A Worldcon lost; a Worldcon won!
The concoms fight from year to year 
With stickers, T-shirts, posters, fun, 
Joe S. brings their ammo here.

An empty wall—so it begins
Entitled just ‘Noreascon III’.
Watch as Laura Paskman-Syms
Fills it with our Historiii.

Costumes, Films, and Autographs,
Bidding, Bubbles, Newsletter scoops, 
A Gallery of Photographs,
Local clubs and Interest groups.
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In San Francisco, 
cable cars are just a way of getting 

from one place to another.

We think that way because we tend to overlook the more obvious tourist 
attractions — except, of course, the restaurants. We’re a lot more 
interested in the City Lights Bookstore, the Exploratorium, Edinburgh 
Castle (arguably the best pub in town), Golden Gate Park, the de Young 
Museum, the Anchor Steam brewery, the California Academy of Sciences, 
and that bronze plaque up Burritt alley that marks the spot where Miles 
Archer was done in. See for yourself. Just hop a cable car.

San Francisco in ’93. 
Today’s WorldconSM in a city that knows how.

Presupporting Memberships: $5.00

The SF in ’93 Bidding Committee, Post Office Box 22097, San Francisco, California 94122

Worldcon is a registered service mark of the World Science Fiction Society.



a few. (Anything is fair game.)
If you have exhibit materials or questions that you would like 

to share, please contact Jane Jewell at the Noreascon address.

EDUCATIONAL
Computer Bulletin Board Exhibits

Come APA-hack on Tom Swift’s electric fanzines. We expect 
BIX, CompuServe, and GEnie to each have interactive terminals 
on-line for you to use.

HISTORICAL
A History of Worldcons, arranged by Bruce Pelz

Drop by and see the flavor of the last fifty years of Worldcons. 
This exhibit will be passed on the the next three Worldcons, so it 
will grow and change from con to con.

Worldcon Bidding—An Exhibit on How We Get from an 
Idea to a City (with an occasional excursion to Ho
boken, Highmore, or Flushing), arranged by Joe Siclari

Each year fen from two or three or four or more cities begin to 
think that it would be great to hold a Worldcon in their hometown. 
The Worldcon is fandom’s gigantic annual festival. Worldcon 
bids often tried to attract this celebration in very different ways— 
some humorous, some bizarre.

More often than not a bid is started with great intentions that 
quickly fade away. It’s a lot of hard work to run an interesting, not 
to mention successful, bid with good publicity and fun parties. 
The effort rarely gets appreciated, and in the end only one group 
gets the glory and the work.

This exhibit will show us some of the lesser-known history of 
sf fandom. We plan to have a “show and tell” with information 
about as many bids as possible: the successful ones and the ones 
that lasted for one flyer, the hoax bids that became real conven
tions (SouthGate in ’58), and the real bids that became hoaxes 
(Minneapolis in ’73).

This exhibit is another that will be started at Noreascon and will 
be continued and expanded over the next three years.

We have material from many modem bids, and several fans are 
generously loaning or donating materials from their collections. 
But the total found so far is only a fraction of what has been done. 
We are especially eager to find material about bids that didn’t 
quite make itand hoax bids. Material can be flyers, photos, copies 
of ads, stickers, bid t-shirts, or any kind of unusual para-fan-alia 
(such as New York’s fannish fortune cookies, New Orleans’ 
Mardi Gras beads, Boston’s “Alice” costumes, etc.).

If you have material that you would be willing to lend, please 
contact Joe Siclari at 4599 NW 5th Ave., Boca Raton, FL 33532; 
(407) 392-6462. Shipping can be arranged if necessary.

A History of European Fandom
Come and see what’s been happening on the other side of “The 

Great Pond” for the past fifty years. Fandom’s not just an 
American idiosyncrasy. This is another of the growing and 
travelling exhibits that will be at the next three Worldcons.

To Talk of Many Things—A History of Fanzines Exhibit, 
arranged by Nancy Atherton

Enter the fanzine time machine and travel back to the days of 

18

Spaceways, The Acolyte, and Quandry. Whether you’re revisit
ing old friends or discovering fandom’s roots anew, you’ll find 
much to enjoy at Noreascon Three’s history of fanzines exhibit In 
addition to a treasure trove of titles from the 1930’s to the 1960’s, 
the exhibit will display such special publications as Jack Speer’s 
Fancyclopedia, John Berry’s The Goon Goes West, and Walter A. 
Willis’ The Enchanted Duplicator. Experience timebinding at its 
best. Don’t miss it.

History of Costuming, arranged by Janet Wilson 
Anderson

Have you ever been curious about what the costumes from 10, 
15, or 20 years ago looked like? Have you ever wished to see some 
of the award-winning costumes again? The History of Costumes 
Exhibit will feature award-winning costumes from over the years. 
If you own an award-winning costume you are willing to display, 
please write to Janet Anderson at the Noreascon Three address. It 
would be very helpful if you enclose a picture of the costume 
(place your name, address, and phone number of the back of the 
photograph—which we can’t promise to return, but we’ll try).

HERE AND NOW
Contemporary Fanzines, an exhibit edited by Mike Glyer

See fanzine tradition in the making! If you publish a fanzine 
you’d like to display, contact Mike Glyer at the Noreascon 
address.

The Portrait Gallery, arranged by Christine Valada
Come see the faces of science fiction displayed in all their 

glory. Did you ever wonder what your favorite pro looks like? 
Come see their pictures so you can be better equipped to spot the 
real person at the con.

World News, arranged by Laura Paskman-Syms
Alas, reality must intrude to some extent, even on a Worldcon. 

Be as up to the minute as you care to be on what’s happening in 
the world outside the con. We’ll post pages from today’s papers 
for you to read. Also, to show our diverse backgrounds, please 
bring a copy of the masthead from the front page of your local 
paper for this exhibit.

Noreascon Three, arranged by Laura Paskman-Syms
We will also make our own reality. This exhibit will grow 

during Noreascon Three and will show our high points and low 
points. This is our “film at 11”, so don’t forget to drop by and tune 
in.

Film Exhibits, directed by Bill Carton
Come see Hollywood’s latest and greatest. Or at least their 

latest. Let the film studios dazzle you with the flash of tinsel, the 
roar of the greasepaint, and the smell of the crowd.

SF&F Club, arranged by Tom Hanlon.
There may be more people like you in your own hometown. 

Come see the club exhibits and find out what you may have been 
missing. If you are a club, please contact Tom Hanlon at the 
Noreascon address—we’d like to have your club display an 
exhibit.

Noreascon Three
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Readers’ Room
Part of the joy of reading sf is the wonder of discovery. We 

never know when an author is going to seize our imaginations and 
make us think about life, the universe, and everything from 
directions that were foreign to us just moments before. To many 
of us these times are some of the true peak experiences in life. 
Whether the work is by Heinlein or Norton, Cherryh or Asimov, 
someone famous or someone unknown, we love to share the joy 
and wonder our discoveries bring us.

The Readers’ Room will be a place to share in some of these 
treasures. We will have a space set up with some comfortable 
chairs arranged to allow for solitary reading or quiet discussion, 
and tables full of sf to borrow and read.

Louis Russell Chauvenet, one of our fan GoHs, and the New 
England Science Fiction Association have donated some books as 
seed stock for our lending library. Several publishers have agreed 
to donate titles from their current lists. One dealer will donate 
hundreds of magazines from the Fifties and Sixties. This is a good 
beginning, but to make this work the way we would like, we need 
your help.

If you have books that you would like to share with others, 
bring them to Noreascon for the library. If you plan to donate more 
than ten books, please contact Fred Ramsey at the Noreascon 
address.

No convention has ever done this before. To help us under
stand what we’ve gotten ourselves into, please drop us a note if 
you think you’ll be bringing books.

Write up a review for our book of wonders, if you wish, telling 

FoP US
OUT- NyCon V.3.1

The Time has 
Come !

us why a book is important to you and why you want to share it 
with the rest of us. We also need your ideas for creative ways to 
disperse the library at the end of the convention.

Reading is not always a solitary activity. Remember how 
happy that special book made you, and share that sense of wonder 
with your friends at Noreascon Three.

Art Show
We intend to hold the best SF/Fantasy Art Show anywhere this 

year. There will be about 3000 pieces on 300 panels and two 
dozen tables, plus copies of more than 200 different prints in the 
Print Shop. The show will be located in the combined Grand and 
Republic Ballrooms on the second floor of the Sheraton-Boston 
hotel.

Art will be sold by written bid, with a voice auction for those 
pieces that receive too many written bids. Before bidding, you 
must register with the Art Show (bring identification). All pieces 
will remain on display until at least 2 pm on Sunday, when written 
bidding will end.

For further details, see the Art Show section of Progress 
Report 5.

The first batch of information packets for artists was mailed 
early in February, and entry forms are flowing in (but the show 
was nowhere near full as of April 1,1989). For information on 
how to enter your work in the show, please write to the Art Show 
at the Noreascon address.

Hucksters’ Room Information
The Noreascon Three Hucksters’ Room, centrally located in 

the Hynes Exhibit Hall D, is sold out. All dealers should have 
received our mailing with information on how much space they 
are allotted. We’re sorry that we can’t accept further requests for 
space, but we certainly have quite an exciting and varied group of 
dealers ready to present their wares!

As stated in earlier PRs, in addition to the Hucksters’ Room 
there may also be a “Collectors’ Comer” available in a separate 
room for fans who may wish to sell off small quantities of 
inexpensive books, such as duplicates from their collections. The 
following rates apply:

Some of the 95 reasons you should 
vote for us:

"16: We re sooo fannish it makes you sick. 
"38: No one has to stand in line (unless we 
want them to).
"59: Because we want the money.
"95: SOMEONE has to do it.
"14: Our tasteful Bid T-shirts, in orange 
and blue, for only $5.95 each!

Team New York '95
Post Office Box 239

Limerick, Maine 04048
U.S.A.

1/2 table for 1/2 day $10.00
1/2 table for 1 day $15.00
1 table for 1/2 day $15.00
1 table for 1 day $20.00

If you would like to be a part of the “Collectors’ Comer”, 
please write care of the N3 address.

Smoking Policy
Smoking is prohibited by state law in the Hynes Exhibit 
Halls, Auditorium, and restrooms. Additionally, some func
tion rooms will also be posted. We expect to have at least one 
designated smoking lounge in the Hynes. In general, we 
hope that all those who wish to smoke or who are particularly 
sensitive to smoke will act with courtesy to others.
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Extravaganzas
Gala Anniversary Party (Thursday evening)

1989 is a year of anniversaries, and we’ll be celebrating them 
on the first evening of the con. Come join the festivities as we 
celebrate the Worldcon’s 50th birthday, the Golden Anniversary 
of Ian and Betty Ballantine, 50 years of paperback books, 20 years 
since mankind reached the Moon, and dozens of other anniversa
ries (write us about other anniversaries you think we should 
recognize).

Ellen Kushner, Boston radio personality and fantasy author, 
will MC this event. Our Golden Anniversary Couple, Ian and 
Betty Ballantine, will cut the cake. Andre Norton and The 
Stranger Club, and hundreds of fans, writers, artists, editors, 
critics, etc...will all be there to help us celebrate at 8:30 pm on 
Thursday, August 31,1989, in the Hynes Convention Center.

SF Tonight (Friday evening)
What good is sitting alone in your room? Even if you turn the 

radio to melodies of Old Broadway, you’re still alone. Why not 
be part of our “studio audience” Friday evening in the Hynes 
Convention Center as we present: SF Tonight! with Tappan King 
and his guests: Andre Norton, Ian and Betty Ballantine, and The 
Stranger Club.

Enjoy our talk show, ah, variety show, ah...well, we’re not 
really sure what it is, because we’ve never seen anything like it 
either. See Tappan King visit with our Guests of Honor and their 
guests. Be prepared for the odd occurrences (we’re planning 
several of them). However you describe this show, you won’t call 
it “dull”!

So be a part of our studio audience! You’ll cheer, jeer, and 
applaud till your hands hurt (we’ll even have an APPLAUSE sign, 
though we’re sure you won’t need to be cued). You’ll be a great 
audience! We’ll love you! And you’ll love our show. And it’s 
free! No tickets needed. The doors will be open hours before the 
show, so there should be no lines. How can you miss this?

Boxboro Fandom Presents Louis Wu’s Birthday (Friday 
night)

(see our display ad on page 14)

Hugo Awards Ceremony (Saturday evening)
We are delighted to announce that our Guests of Honor Betty 

and Ian Ballantine will MC the 1989 Science Fiction Achieve
ment Awards Ceremony. Please join with us as we honor the 
people responsible for the best work in the field for 1988.

Worldcons: The First 50 Years—How SF and Fandom 
Have Changed Our Lives (Sunday Morning Brunch)

Join Isaac Asimov, Master of Ceremonies, and a host of special

HELP!
We need more ushers to help with our evening 

Extravaganzas. If you are interested, please write to 
Extravaganzas at the Norcascon address.

Why do we come to 
conventions?

Party?
Yes, well, there is that

BUT
Meeting new people, seeing 

old friends, exchanging 
ideas, and being with those 

who have common interests 
are trully the main attractions 

of the event.

TOO BAD IT ONLY COMES 
ONCE A YEAR!

TAPADANCE
The Multi-Interest Amatuer 
Press Association (APA) which 
bridges the gaps between our 
favorite conventions.
Free Spec Copies are available from us. 
Write today!

Jan Roaix
33 Fairfield Road 
Enfield, CT 06082

TAPADANCE
The Convention that lasts 

all year!
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f What if I \
don’t like historyY Then you’re 
as a convention history. >
\ theme? y x—-_____ C

guests speaking out on how science fiction and fandom have 
changed our lives. Hugo winners, trufans, Worldcon Chairs, and 
Noreascon ’ s guests will be joining us for this special event. Don’t 
forget your handkerchief (tissues are not included in the Banquet 
price). Come prepared to laugh, cry, eat, drink, and celebrate our 
very special community.

Brunch tickets are available in advance. Seating will be limited 
to 2000. Please send your ticket request and payment to us 
postmarked no later than August 15.

Reserved tables will be provided for full tables of 10. Those 
tables will be closer to the head table. Individual seating will be 
on a first come, first serve basis.

The Brunch Buffet will begin at 11:00 am in the Hynes 
Ballroom on the third level.

Brunch Menu

Assorted Chilled Juices
Assorted Breakfast Pastries 
Platters of sliced fresh fruit

Fluffy Scrambled Eggs
Fluffy Scrambled Eggs with Crabmeat and Scallions 

Grilled Sausages and Bacon
Golden Potatoes

Carved Steamship Rounds of Beef 
Carved Breast of Turkey

Assorted Desserts
Coffee, Tea, Decaf, Milk, Assorted Sodas

Price Per Person (Including Tax and Tip): $21 
Reserved Table Price: $210

Advance ticket sales end August 15,1989
Ticket pickup will be in the Information area of the ConCourse 

(Hynes Hall C).
Make checks payable to “Noreascon Three”.

The Masquerade (Sunday evening)
The SF Costuming Event of the Year occurs Sunday night in 

the Hynes Auditorium. The doors will open by 7 pm at the latest, 
and the Masquerade itself will start at 8:30 pm and end by 11:30 
pm. There are more than 4000 seats on the main floor of the 
Auditorium. The best seats, over 1000 of them, are in the balcony.

If you would like to enter the Masquerade, please write for the 
rules and an entry form. You must enter in advance, by August 1, 
1989. We will have a 100-costume limit.

NO FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY will be allowed during the 
Masquerade! You may take available-light photos in the Audito
rium, or sign up in advance for the photography area in the 
ConCourse to take posed shots of the entries after they come off 
the stage. Please write for Photography Area registration forms, 
which must be returned by August 1, 1989.

We don’t yet know what sort of videotape facilities will be 
available, if any. We are trying to record the event so that we can 
show unedited tape some time Monday and have a tape for sale 
after the convention. We might also have video feeds during the 
Masquerade to nearby hotels or other parts of the Hynes, but that 
is less likely. However, nothing is definite as of March when this 
is being written.

We plan to present various costume-related program items 
throughout the convention (see the description of the Program 
starting on page 27).

A Noreascon Three Retrospective and Closing 
Ceremonies (Monday afternoon)

This event will be the culmination of a weekend of extraordi
nary and extravagant experiences. Share with us as we wrap up 
the convention with a photographic retrospective of what just took 
place.
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What are they reading?
The multi-interest apa that’s been the talk of the galaxy for over ten years.

TAPADANCE
Dues: $12.00/year

Minimum Activity: 2 pages every 2 months
Contact: Jan Roaix (OE), 33 Fairfield Road, Enfield, CT 06082

People from all over the world have discovered TAPADANCE - maybe it’s 
time you did too!
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Noreascon All-round, Multi-purpose Check-off Sheet
[Version 2]

This progress report is filled with even more requests for you to write to us. For those of you who 
haven't already contacted us, sue, are providing another handy-dandy, do-it-yourself, gee-isn’t-it-nifty 
self-mailer. Please include additional pages for descriptions and comments. Also, please be sure to fill 
in the return address below.

Please send me the following:
□ Information on exhibiting my work in the 

Art Show
□ Masquerade participant and/or photographer 

information
□ Handicapped Access Survey
□ Scavenger Hunt participants’ information
□ Other_________________________________

I am willing to volunteer to:
□ Help at the convention.

I prefer to work in:_______________________

□ Help move in supplies before the con
□ Help move out supplies after the con
□ Take photos for the N3 News/Retrospective
□ Lend my award-winning costume(s) for display
□ Perform for Passing Fancies (please attach a 

description of what you want to do)
□ Other_________________________________ 

I would like to take part in/I have information 
(attached on a separate sheet) for:
□ Collectors’ Comer
□ “Alice in Wonderland” Exhibit
□ Contemporary Fanzines Exhibit
□ History of Fanzines Exhibit
□ European Fandom Exhibit
□ History of Worldcon Bidding Exhibit
□ History of Worldcons Exhibit
□ Hugo Awards Exhibit
□ History of Costuming Exhibit
□ SF & F Clubs Exhibit
□ The Portrait Gallery
□ Our local SF club for the Program Book
□ SF in our country for the Program Book
□ Other________________________________

I have ideas (attached on a separate sheet) for:
□ Program (SF&F, Science, Fan, Academic, Art, 

Special Interests Groups, Discussion Groups, 
etc.)

□ Passing Fancies
□ Other_________________________________

Name: _______________________________
Address: _______________________________

□ check if new address

PLACE
STAMP
HERE

Noreascon Three
Box 46, MIT Branch Post Office
Cambridge, MA 02139
USA



Brunch Ticket Form
Please print legibly

Name__________________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________________

City State/Prov ZIP/Postal Code Country
Other names at table (optional)______________________________________________________________

PLEASE CHECK ONE:
I would like to purchase seats (@ $21 per seat) for the 11 am Sunday Brunch. Total
I understand that only tables for 10 people (@ $210 per table) will be reserved.
Please charge my___MasterCard___Visa OR__Check/Money Order enclosed (Payable to Noreascon Three)
Credit Card # Expiration Date
Signature ________________________________________________________________________________

Canadian members may send us the equivalent amount in Canadian currency [we do have a Canadian 
checking account].

Send forms to Noreascon Three; Box 46, MIT Branch PO; Cambridge, Mass 02139; USA.

Forms must be mailed by August 15,1989. Your tickets will be held for pickup at the convention.

Membership Form
Name________________________ __________________________________________________________
Address________________ ________________________________________________________________

City State/Prov ZIP/Postal Code Country
For each additional Membership at different addresses, please include full name and address on a separate sheet 
of paper.

I would like:

Attending Memberships ($80 each) Conversions($60 each)
Supporting Memberships($20 each) Children’s Admissions($50 each) TOTAL 

Please charge my__ MasterCard___Visa OR__Check/Money Order enclosed (Payable to Noreascon Three)
Credit Card # Expiration Date
Signature_______________________________________________________________________________
Mail this and any other correspondence to:

Noreascon Three; Box 46, MIT Branch Post Office; Cambridge, MA 02139; USA.
If you are enclosing a check, please make sure all the edges of the folded form are sealed with tape or staples.



Main Program
Noreascon Three Programming will start at noon on Thursday, 

August 31, and run through the afternoon of Monday, September 
4. Basic hours will probably be:

Thursday
Friday-Sunday
Monday

12 noon -1 am
10 AM - 2 AM
10 AM - 3 PM

We will have a rich and varied program and want to allow both 
early birds and night owls to join the fun, but morning and late- 
evening program will not be as intensely scheduled as that of 
“prime time”. There will be program items scheduled opposite all 
of the “Extravaganzas” events, to provide alternatives for those 
who’d rather go to panels.

We are putting our program together far in advance so we can 
have it scheduled well ahead of the convention. In fact, since we 
don’t need to produce a “final” schedule until late August, we 
expect to get any and all remaining bugs worked out then, because 
nothing will change after that anyway. Right...

While we wish we could be perfect, we know that what you see 
in the Program Booklet might not be what you get. Things 

Happen. There will probably be a few hundred program changes 
by the beginning of the convention, and more during it. Take 
heart—we promise to try to inform you (if possible) of any 
program changes that WE know about. Through the miracles of 
modem technology, we plan to have daily updates of the program 
(with the changes clearly marked) available—these “Pink Sheets” 
(thank you, Mike Glyer!) will be ready first thing in the morning, 
as special newsletter additions. Remember to check the signs in 
front of each program room for changes too!

Science Program
Did you know that one of the first public discussions of solar 

power satellites was at Noreascon I? In that tradition (of Strange 
but True incidents of fannish history), we are working on a science 
program designed to pique your sense of wonder about the 
universe around you. We will have an interesting and varied group 
of speakers. In addition to the members of the sf community you 
have come to expect at a Worldcon, we will be featuring Nobel 
Laureates Sheldon Glashow and Rosalyn Yalow, state-of-the-art 
experts such as Marvin Minsky, researchers, science writers, and 
teachers. All will talk about the past, present, and (especially!) 
future of science. These Astounding Tales of Superscience will 
explore topics ranging from dinosaurs to artificial intelligence...

Noreascon Three — 
Major Function Areas
Approximate scale 1" = 240', 1cm = 29m.

0@ = Escalators/Elevators/Stairs

= Smaller function rooms,
hallways, etc.

= Nonreserved & service areas
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from genetic engineering to nanotechnology... Learn that sci
ence, the very foundation of science fiction, can be more surpris
ing than fiction!

(Note: If you’re a scientist or know someone in the scientific 
community who might like to speak at Noreascon, please write to 
Elizabeth Gross at the Noreascon address.)

Some Topics
Come one, come all! Explore if “Mars Needs Meerkats!”... 

what the “Myths of the Future” might be.. .“Why is ‘The Eye of 
Argon’ So Bad?”...“Fear”...“What’s My Blurb”...“The Best 
New Fantasy Writers”... Learn about “Mindless Mush” and 
what’s “Beyond Writer’s Workshops”...“How Traditions 
Evolve” and “The Heartbreak of World-Sharing.” Investigate 
“Superheroes, Armageddon, and All That”...“Magic Swords”... 
“Steampunk”...“Sleazy Sex in Fantasy”... But wait, there’s 
more!

See a play or two...go to a “Conventionholics Anonymous” 
meeting.. ,orthe“KirkPolandMemorial Bad Prose Competition” 
.. .or.. .a “Midnight Horror Auction”.. .or...

You get the idea (and if you get any more ideas, tell us! We’re 
still looking!).

Art Program
The Art Program comes in at least 3 flavors—slide shows, 

panels, and workshops/demos. We found that the latter were 
particularly well received at Boskone (a bit of “market testing” 
goes a long way...) and will include programs specifically de
signed for other artists, as well as those designed as interactive

workshops for everyone (you too can play with “Sculpy”!). We 
hope to have much of the Art Program take place close to the Art 
Show for the convenience of the artistically inclined among youse 
all...

Academic
We are extraordinarily proud of our Academic Program. 

Elizabeth Gross and her talented staff have started to put together 
far more than an “Ac Trac”...if s not for just academics...

For example, we will have 3 fifteen-minute papers presented 
during a one-hour time slot, with time for discussion. These 
contributed papers will be scattered throughout the convention. 
(Note to those interested in presenting a paper we are extending 
our call for papers until June—please address your inquiries to 
Elizabeth Gross at the Noreascon address.) These contributions 
will be of interest to fans in general, as well as to other academics.

The program will also contain talks and panels on the following 
general themes: Using SF to Teach Science, The Golden Age, 
Contemporary Trends in SF, Criticism and Review, and Fans and 
Academics. These program items (and themes) will be integrated 
with the rest of the program.

Club SF—a joint project between the Extravaganzas, 
Hynes 89, and Programming Divisions

Here’s a special place to relax, talk, meet friends, and partici
pate in some special programming best suited to a club environ
ment. The room will be set with cafd tables and dance floor/ 
performance space, and have cash bars for evening events. We 
hope to have kaffeeklatsches, Japanimation, and a Masquerade 
Critique in the mornings or afternoons, while dancing, comedy, 
plays, and music events may take place here in the evenings. The 
Club schedule will be part of your convention program. Check it 
out and come to our Cabaret!

Regency Dance
The Regency Dance is tentatively scheduled for Saturday 

afternoon, so as not to interfere with Masquerade preparation. If 
you are interested in helping us organize this event, please let us 
know ASAP!

Discussion Groups
One of the real advantages of Worldcons is that they’re big 

enough to let you find a lot of people who are really as interested 
(dare we say “fanatic”) as you are in Very Specific topics.. .such 
as: obscure authors?(or those that we haven’t had the foresight to 
set up a program item on, anyway!) Beer Brewing? Teddy Bear 
Collecting? and (write your favorite topic here, if you 
volunteer to help organize a Discussion Group!).

We are already scheduling a number of Discussion Groups in 
advance (thanks for writing), and would be happy to pre-schedule 
and publicize yours. We plan to provide space at-con for addi-

Twelve Step Groups
A room will be available for meetings of various twelve 

step groups. Check at the Information Desk in the Con- 
Course for details.
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Louisville’s Annual Science Fiction & Fantasy Convention

RiverCon rolls into its fourteenth year in 1989! The weekend of 
entertainment, education, and relaxation for SF fans will include the 
usual wide range of programming, a well-stocked huckster room, 
new and classic film and video offerings, a large art show and auction, 
a competitive masquerade, many children's activities, parties, a round- 
the-clock hospitality suite, and topping off the convention, the tradi
tional cruise up the Ohio River on the Belle of Louisville.

All membership rates for RiverCon XIV are S15.00 until July 15. and 
520.00 at the door, including those for children three years of age and 
above. Free babysitting service during many hours of the convention 
is available with a child's membership. One-dav memberships and passes 
to specific events are not available.

RiverCon XIV will again be at the Holiday Inn Downtown.’ Room 
rates are $56.00 per night for single or double occupancy, $60.00 
for triple, and 364.00 for quad. Some parlor suites are available at 
a nightly rate of $85.00. As a bonus, if you check in on Thursday 

the room rate for your entire stay will be S51.00 per night for single/ 
double or S55.OO for triple/quad. Reservation cards will be sent to 
ail pre-registered RiverCon members, or you may call the hotel at 
(502) 582-2241. Be sure to say you are with RiverCon, and make your 
reservations by July 1. if possible.

For more information about specific departs, contact the following: 
Art show: Lynn Harris, P.O. Box 874, Hermitage, TN 37076 
615-227-1604); Huckster room: Steve Francis, 5503 Matterhorn Dr., 
Louisville, KY 40216 (502-448-6562); Masquerade: Susan Baugh, Valiev 
Library Branch. 6505 Bethany Ln.. Louisville. KY 40272; and Program 
book advertising: Bob Roehm, 1807 Edgeland Ave.. Louisville, KY 
40204 (502-454-5495). For all else, including membership requests and 
genera] information, write to RiverCon, P.O. Box 58009, Louisville, 
KY 40258.

Complete information and guest list will appear in our next fiver in 
April, 1989.

RiverCon, P.O. Box 58009, Louisville, KY 40258



tional Discussion Groups—sign-up for those will be at Informa
tion in the ConCourse.

Films
With Noreascon Three’s outstanding facilities, it will be easy 

to enjoy our twin film tracks. They will be in adjacent rooms, but 
sound leakage should be as minimal as new, well-fitting partitions 
can make it. Our rerun policy for outstanding or otherwise 
“special” films will make it easier for late-sleepers or early-risers 
to schedule their viewing. We should repeat—Boston is the city 
in which you can read, believe, and set your watches by the film 
schedule.

Because of the retrospective nature of the con, look for us to 
dust the cobwebs from classics you may not have seen for some 
time. Often, sometimes too often, you can see elements from an 
old classic re-used in a new release. (Maybe they’re hoping 
nobody watches the oldies anymore!) We will include films to 
trace these elements, noting the progression of ideas (hoping, also, 
for improved SFX technology). See if you can count the familiar 
concepts in Kurosawa’s Hidden Fortress, for example.

We will encourage discussion groups to trace these “evolving 
ideas”. Watch and discuss the development of celluloid monsters, 
robots, space travel, and technology over more than 50 years of 
film-making.

We also welcome volunteers and suggestions at any time. 
Thanks to those of you who have written so far, even if we’ve been 
saving the mail for later reply. To recommend titles for our 
evaluation, please write to Films at the Noreascon address, or 
e-mail directly to Bill Carton at {harvard I linus)! axiom'.bill on 
Usenet. Projectionists and ushers will be especially welcomed at 
the con. See instructions in later publications, and come get your 
official N3 penlight.

Some titles we expect to show:
(Pre-1930): The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, Metropolis
(1930s): Things to Come, King Kong
(1940s): Beauty and the Beast
(1950s): The Seven Samurai, Hidden Fortress, The

Fly, Them!, When Worlds Collide, The Day 
the Earth Stood Still, Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers, Forbidden Planet

The projectionists and ushers will be following a policy of 
defining a heckling voice as a weapon, which is not permitted by 
N3 rules. Commotions that interfere with others’ quiet enjoyment 
of the show will be cause for stopping the film and/or removing 
the offender. Massachusetts fire rules (plus common sense) also 
prohibit aisle sitting/blocking, and our ushers will have the job of 
keeping the rooms safe.

We are de-emphasizing the turkeys like Killer Tomatoes for 
this reason. (Sorry if you’re a "Tomatoes" fan.) If (and when!) 
we do have one that (gobble-gobble) deserves to be heckled for 
full enjoyment, we will publicize that feature, so nobody will 
come who expects to hear the sound track.

Also, a long-standing Boston tradition will continue: the 
daytime hours will remain free of “R” rated films when young fans 
are likely to come by unattended. We don’t ID people at the door, 
but we want daytime films, especially, to be a place for parents to 
not worry much about excessive violence and horror. (Besides, it 
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scares us, too!)

Kaffeeklatsches
Want to join with a small group of other fans and have an 

informal talk with your favorite pro or BNF? Kaffeeklatsches will 
be held in the Club SF area near the ConCourse most mornings. 
Since we are trying to keep the groups small enough so that 
everyone gets a chance to actually talk to the host, you will have 
to sign up for these in advance. Sign-up sheets will be at 
Information in the ConCourse.

Young Adult
YA Program is designed for those fans who have graduated 

from children’s activities, but would still like program of their 
own, aimed at their interests. It will be a real program, but the 
topics may be different...perhaps a Nintendo special-interest 
group? Discussions about the Witch World? TV and Teens? How 
to program a computer, using peanut butter and jelly sandwiches 
as a model...?

The YA program will probably not have a designated room all 
of its own, nor run through the whole convention—and we will not 
be controlling who comes in and leaves (with one exception: if 
there is limited room in any YA program item, the kids get the 
seats). It is for fans roughly 9 to 15 years old, and anyone else who 
wishes to attend based on this description!

Special Interest Groups
Essentially, these are more organized versions of the Discus

sion Groups (after all, they’re being run by the same people). We 
will have groups relating to Star Trek, Blakes 7, Clarion, Japani- 
mation, Horror Films, General Technics, and many others.

If your group would like to participate, please write to us at the 
Noreascon address.

Filking
There will be plenty of filking at N3. We hope to offer filking 

from 10 or 11 pm until approximately sunrise from Thursday 
through Sunday, and a place for dead-dog filking all through 
Monday night. We are working to schedule appropriate rooms in, 
or near, the main convention facilities in order to accommodate all 
styles of filking.

We plan to arrange a variety of panels (on parodies, guitar 
workshop, copyright issues, storytelling through song, etc.), and 
set up daytime “one-shots” and evening filk showcases through
out the convention. We hope to feature a full-scale filk concert 
late Saturday afternoon.

These plans are still flexible, and we would greatly appreciate

Erev Chatzavous
We anticipate that an Erev Chatzavous will be in opera

tion so that Sabbath observers can carry within the Sheraton 
and Hynes. (Please specify “Sabbath Observer” on your 
hotel form.)

Sabbath services will be held Friday evening and (we 
hope) Saturday morning and afternoon (separate seating 
and mechitzah).



When you read Pat Cadigan's stories, you'll swear she's been 1) a 
psychopath 2) a pimp 3) a junkie 4) to Mars, because she can write so well 
of places you don't ever want to visit and people you nevereverever want to 

meet. She hasn't been any of those things; what she is is another typical 
beautiful genius foulmouthed Supermom from K.C. whose works cause me 

to bite holes in my desk every time I read a new one.
HOWARD WALDROP

Some of the best work done by anyone in the '80s.
GARDNER DOZOIS

PAHERNS
STORIES BY

PAT CADIGAN
14 remarkable tales—including the previously unpublished 
story "The Power and the Passion"—have been gathered 
together for the first time in this deluxe hardcover first 
edition. Introduction by BRUCE STERLING. Foil-stamped 
dustjacket by ROBERT HAAS. Full color frontis by
VERN DUFFORD. Trade Edition: $19.95 . Limited Slipcased Edition (350 copies) signed by all authors and 
artists: $50.00 . Include $2.00 per order for shipping.

NOW AVAILABLE!viaitz
A magnificent hardcover collection of sf and fantasy art by Don Maitz, featuring 
45 full color plates and over 100 illustrations. $24.95 plus $2.00 shipping.

URSUS IMPRINTS • 5539 JACKSON • KANSAS CITY , MO • 64130



any input or suggestions. Please feel free to contact us at the 
Noreascon address to advise or volunteer!

Scavenger Hunt
Do you have a bid button that lists the year before the city? 

What about a book with the author’s name misspelled on the title 
page?

If you like the idea of collecting these, and other similar 
objects, join in the Great Noreascon Three Scavenger Hunt. There 
will be 100 objects to locate; some of them will be easy, some 
difficult, some may not even exist. If you have not already done 
so, just send us your name and address; the final list of items will 
be mailed in June.

Don’t worry about having to bring 500 lbs. of books, t-shirts, 
etc. to the convention. We will accept photocopies as proof that 
you have located any object. We will also give extra credit for 
items that are old, obscure, or uncommon (for example, auto
graphed books count more than unautographed ones).

Here are the first few items, just to get you going:

1) A mailing envelope from a Noreascon I (1971) progress 
report.

2) A mailing envelope from a Noreascon II progress report.
3) A complete set of daily newsletters produced at any Eastern 

region Worldcon this decade (including 1980).
4) A book featuring a murder at a Worldcon.
5) A book featuring a murder at a science-fiction convention 

other than a Worldcon.
6) A non-murder mystery set at a Worldcon.
7) Assume your collection is shelved alphabetically by author, 

then title. Two books, adjacent on the shelf, totally unre
lated, whose titles differ by as little as possible.

8) Two books by the same author whose titles differ by as little 
as possible.

9) A membership card for a nonexistent convention.
10) A hoax membership card for a real convention.
11) Bob Tucker’s business card.
12) The judges’ secret scoring list for this scavenger hunt.

Workshops
Since there hasn’t been much interest expressed in this, we are 

not planning to have any closed formal workshops. Instead we 
will have a series of related items on various topics. If you’d prefer 
otherwise, we’re open to providing space and helping to publicize 
specific workshops, but we need people willing to run them. Write 
to us!

Showcases
We hope to schedule “Showcases” of various professionals— 

in the form of readings, conversations, and other close encounters.

Autographs
We’re scheduling autograph sessions for program participants 

who wish to have them. The sessions will be scheduled in 
advance, and will generally take place in the ConCourse through
out the convention.

Gaming and Fantasy Game Program
We will have something for everyone! Our current scheme 

includes an integrated Gaming and Game Program: the tradi
tional FRP games for the novice as well as experienced adventur
ers, War Hammer tournaments for miniature fanatics, and many 
new and old board games for non-Fantasy Role Playing fen. The 
main gaming area will probably be in a cluster of function rooms 
at a nearby hotel. There will also be quickie game tables in the 
ConCourse of the Hynes Convention Center. Both locations will 
be staffed and operating throughout the convention, but not 
around the clock. For more information, write to Tim Szczesuil 
at the Noreascon address.

Participants
Those of you who’ve sent in program participant forms, but 

haven’t heard from us yet, should expect to receive a draft 
schedule in late May/early June. Revised schedules will probably 
be sent out in early August.

Please remember—you MUST be a member of Noreascon 
Three before being scheduled. We hope to be sending out 
reminder forms to this effect We have budgeted to be able to 
refund the memberships of all who participate in the main pro
gram.

You should make your own hotel room reservations as early as 
possible.

If you are a pro or BNF who wants to hold a kaffeeklatsch, you 
can schedule one at the con, or, due to the miracles of modem 
technology, you can arrange it in advance by writing to us at the 
Noreascon address. (If you’ve already indicated interest in 
participating in this, we will try to preschedule you as we create 
the program.)

W.O.O.F.
W.O.O.F. (the Worldcon OrderOf Fan editors) will have 

its collation on Sunday afternoon. The deadline for table of 
contents entry is Saturday evening. Bring 300 copies of 
your zine to the convention.
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Hugo Voting
The final ballot for the 1989 Hugo Awards is being sent out in 

a separate bulk mailing in advance of this progress report; if you 
were a member before May 1 st and haven ’ t yet received it by June 
15th, please let us know, and we’ll rush you a replacement. 
Ballots must be returned by mail, and must be postmarked no later 
than July 15,1989. While members of either the 1988orthe 1989 
Worldcon were entitled to make Hugo nominations, only mem
bers of Noreascon Three may vote on the final ballot. (Simi
larly, Noreascon members are entitled to make nominations for 
next year’s Hugos; see the ConFiction ad on page 5 for the address 
and other information on the 1990 Worldcon.) If you have any 
questions about the criteria for the various Hugo categories, we 
suggest you consult the full definitions in Progress Report 5. The 
Hugo winners will be announced at Noreascon Three, in theaward 
ceremony on Saturday, September 2,1989.

Site-Selection Voting
All members of Noreascon Three are entitled to vote on the 

location of the 1992 World Science Fiction Convention, for which 
committees representing Washington, D.C., and Orlando, Flor
ida, arc bidding. Site-selection ballots are being distributed in the 
same mailing as the final Hugo ballots (see above), and will also 
be available at the convention. Unlike the Hugo voting, site
selection ballots may be cast either by mail (deadline August 15) 
or in person at the convention; the voting will close at about 6 pm 
on Saturday, September 2,1989.

Site-selection voters must be members of Noreascon Three, 
and must also pay a $20 voting fee (payable to the “50th World 
Science Fiction Convention”). Payment of the voting fee auto
matically makes the voters Supporting Members of the 1992 
Worldcon. In addition, voters are entitled to convert to Attending 
Membership within the following 90 days for no more than an ad
ditional $20; non-voters—and voters who wait longer than 90 
days—will probably have to pay more for Attending Member
ship. (Note that the ballot contains a “No Preference” option, so 
that you can obtain the voters’ discount without having to choose 
between the bidders.)

The ballot mailing also contains the results of a survey of the 
bidding committees, and advertising from both bidders can be 
found elsewhere in this progress report. Please consider the 

bidders’ qualifications carefully before voting. If you’d like the 
full responses (around 75 total pages!) from both bidders to the 
questionnaire, send us a self-addressed, large manila envelope 
with $1.30 postage on iL

Worldcon bidders for years after 1992 should notifiy us in 
advance if they wish table space at Noreascon Three.

WSFS Business Meeting
The World Science Fiction Society (WSFS) Business Meeting 

at Noreascon Three is open to all Attending Members of the 
convention. The meeting may consider amendments to the WSFS 
Constitution and Standing Rules, and any other business that is 
submitted. (See ProgressReport 5 for the texts of the Constitution 
and Standing Rules, and the business passed on from last year’s 
meeting; copies of this material will also be distributed to all 
members at the convention.) The Business Meeting will be 
located in the Hynes and will begin at 10 am on Friday, September 
1, and will probably continue for several mornings at the same 
time (see the Program Booklet for the actual schedule). There will 
be at least one Preliminary Business Meeting (primarily devoted 
to setting time limits for debate and other procedural questions) 
and at least one Main Business Meeting (at which final votes are 
taken on Constitutional amendments); the number of each will 
depend on the amount of business. In addition, Sunday’s session 
will be the Site-Selection Meeting, at which the results of the 1992 
site selection will be announced, and bidders for the 1993 
Worldcon may make presentations.

Any member of Noreascon Three may submit motions to be 
considered by the Business Meeting; please consult Standing 
Rules 5 and 6 in Progress Report 5 for the requirements for sub
mitting new business. Such motions may be either mailed to the 
Noreascon Three address, or turned in at the convention office. 
The deadline for submitting new business will be 4 pm on Thurs
day, August 31,1989 (18 hours before the opening of the Business 
Meeting). The following motions have been submitted as of April 
2,1989:

Item 1 — Short Title: Hugo for Outstanding Service
Submitted by Robert E. Sacks, Bradford Verter, R.C. Can
tor, Marie Bardett-Sloan, Leslie Jennemann, “Rick” Foss, 
Janice Foss, Kees Van Toom, and Thom S. Schaad.

Subscribe today!
THRUST - Science Fiction & Fantasy Review is now the 

field's most respected review magazine. THRUST is aimed at SF 
fans and professionals who enjoy taking a serious look at the field 
of fantasy and science fiction, who want to think about where the 
genre is and where it is going, want to hear what the field's 
most insightful and out-spoken critics and commentators have to 
say. and want to stay on the cutting edge of what is happening in 
science fiction and fantasy literature today.

For more than a decade, each issue of THRUST has featured 
columns, articles, and reviews by, as well as interviews with, many 
dozens of the field's best known and respected authors, critics 
and fans THRUST'S new quarterly publication schedule now 
allows It to be the primary forum for serious discussion in the SF 
field If science fiction for you is more than casual escapism, you 
can't afford to miss even one issue of THRUST - Science Fiction 
& Fantasy Review!

Dear THRUST: Enclosed is $for:
[) A four issue (1-year) subscription ($8.00 U.S., $10.00 foreign) 

starting with issue «____ ■

[] An eight issue (2-year) subscription ($14.00 U.S., $18.00 
foreign) starting with issue *___

Name:_______________________________________________

Ad d ress: ____________ _____________________________ ____

City:State:_____ Zip:

THRUST PUBLICATIONS 
8217 LANGPORT TERRACE 

GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877 U.S.A.
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MOVED, to amend the WSFS Constitution by adding a new 
section after Fan Hugos in Article II as follows:

Outstanding Service: Any person, or small group of 4 
people or less, whose efforts or activities in the previous 
calendar year materially benefited the enjoyment or appre
ciation of science fiction, fantasy, or related subjects.

This award shall not be given for any work eligible for a 
literary, dramatic, or artistic Hugo (Sections 2 through 13), 
for the contribution, granting, or raising of funds, or for 
service as the Chair or Co-Chair of the Worldcon or 
NASFiC in that year. However, it may be given for work in 
a lesser position at the Worldcon or NASFiC.

Item 2—Short Title: Separation of the NASFiC from the 
WSFS Constitution
Submitted by Robert E. Sacks, Bradford Verter, Todd 
Dashoff, Larry van der Putte, Scott Dennis, Jane Dennis, 
Tom Coveney, Alan Rachlin, “Rick” Foss, Janice Foss, 
Michael Walsh, Kees Van Toom, and Victoria A. Smith.

Whereas the presence of the North American Science 
Fiction Convention or NASFiC in the WSFS Constitution 
is a source of controversy, and
Whereas no other local, regional, national, or continental 
convention is regulated in the WSFS Constitution, 
Therefore, be it resolved
To amend the WSFS Constitution by adding a new section 
to Article IV:

Upon the adoption and ratification of a separate set of 
governing documents for the NASFiC, all references to the 
North American Science Fiction Convention or NASFiC 
shall be removed from the WSFS Constitution, and the 
NASFiC mark shall be transferred to the new organization. 
The governing documents shall be adopted by any Business 
Meeting for a NASFiC or a Worldcon in North America, 
and ratified by a Business Meeting for the next NASFiC or 
the next Worldcon in North America.

Item 3 — Short Title: New Hugo Category
Submitted by Anthony Lewis and David A. Cantor.

MOVED, to amend the WSFS Constitution by adding a new 
section in Article II as follows:

Ineligible Materials: A book, story, dramatic presenta
tion, or anything else that is otherwise ineligible for a Hugo 
in that year.

Upcoming Worldcon Addresses
1990 Worldcon: ConFiction

PO Box 95370,2509 CJ The Hague, Holland

1991 Worldcon: Chicon V
Information: PO Box A3120, Chicago, IL 60690
Registration: PO Box 218121, Upper Arlington, OH 43221
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Facilities and Member Services
Hotel Room Status

As anticipated, hotel room reservations are pouring in. There 
are plenty of hotel rooms left, as only about one third of our room 
blocks are filled; however, at press time for this progress report, 
both the Sheraton-Boston and the Back Bay Hilton are full except 
for rooms reserved for persons requiring handicapped-accessible 
rooms, and a few other special categories.

Hotel Information Correction
As far as we know, the only significant error in the hotel 

information given in Progress Report 5 was for the Back Bay 
Hilton. In the hotel comparison grid, parking was erroneously 
listed as $6 per night. The $10-per-night rate given in the write
up on the hotel is the correct number.

If you need to reserve a room
To give yourself the best chance of getting the hotel room you 

want, please send in your reservation form from Progress Report 
5 right away. You should fill out this form completely. Include 
your membership number, your arrival and departure dates, and if 
possible, the full name(s) and membership number(s) of all 
roommates. It is best to give your relative preferences for as many 
hotels as possible. Incomplete or incorrect information makes it 
extra hard for staff to process your form. If you want adjoining or 
adjacent rooms, please send in your forms together.

You must be an attending member of the convention to reserve 
a hotel room and we need one Attending Membership per room 
reserved. You may send in your membership form with your hotel 
form if you need to join or to convert to attending status.

If you have already sent in your hotel reservation form, you 
should have received a postcard or letter from us either notifying 
you of the hotel you have been assigned to or asking that you 
clarify any conflict or problem. If you sent in your form over five 
weeks ago and still have not heard from us, please send a follow
up request.

If you do not have a hotel form from Progress Report 5, we can 
send you one with some information on the hotels. Please write 
to us at our PO Box and we’ll mail out the information as soon as 
we can.

If you already have a room
If you have a hotel room allocated, one member of your room 

should have 1) received your pink postcard from Noreascon, and 
2) heard from the hotel that you have a reservation. If you have 
not heard from your hotel within a few weeks of hearing from us, 
please write to us.

If you have received a confirmation from your hotel, we 
strongly urge you to guarantee your reservation on a major credit 
card or by sending a deposit for the first night’s room rent. Hotel 
policies differ slightly in what they will take for a guarantee, so 
you should check with your hotel. Guaranteeing your reservation 
for late arrival is particularly important if you will be arriving after 
4 pm, as most hotels do not hold unguaranteed rooms after that 

time. All room guarantee information must go directly to your 
hotel; Noreascon cannot accept this information.

You should make modifications to your reservation, such as 
changes in arrival/departure dates, roommates, or cancellations, 
directly with your hotel. We would appreciate it if you would also 
notify us if you are cancelling, so we can give your room to 
someone else.

Suites
If you wish to reserve a suite, please send in a hotel reservation 

form and attach a letter explaining your request This should 
include the purpose for the suite (do you want it for a party, or are 
you requesting a really big hotel room), whether you want a suite 
for one night for your party, and, if so, which night (in which case 
we may ask you to share it with another group who want a suite 
on a different night), along with the usual reservation information. 
If you are planning to use your suite for a party, please tell us if 
you are also planning to sleep there.

Affinity Groups
All members of affinity groups who indicate their preferences 

will have their sleeping rooms blocked together in the same hotel. 
If your group wishes blocked accommodations, please be sure to 
write the name of the affinity group on your hotel form. Affinity 
groups’ sleeping rooms will not be blocked in the Sheraton, even 
if they have been assigned a suite in the Sheraton. Any member 
of the convention may sign up with an open affinity group.

As of late March, we have one announced open affinity group. 
Christian Fandom will be located at the MidTown Hotel.

Calling the Hotels
Please do not call the hotels directly to reserve a room, unless 

it is August and you still do not have a room. If you have not made 
areservation by the end of July, call the Noreascon Three message 
line, (617) 776-3243, which will have information on which 
hotels still have rooms available and whether the convention rates 
still apply.

Getting to (and Around) 
the Convention

Detailed directions to the Hynes Convention Center and the 
convention hotels will appear in Progress Report 7. It will include 
the material outlined below.

Convention Shuttle Bus
Noreascon Three will be running shuttle buses from the area of 

the Park Plaza (including the Boston Park Plaza and the 57 Park 
Plaza) and the Lafayette Swissdtel during hours when public 
transportation is limited. Our basic service will provide buses 
between 11 pm and 4 am every half hour. We will expand these 
hours if we get more members than anticipated. The shuttles will 
be free of charge to all convention attendees. Please be sure to
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have your convention badge or “Quickie” registration form with 
you if you wish to use the shuttles.

When you check into your hotel, you should receive from the 
hotel clerk a convention information packet. Be sure to ask for 
one, if you do not receive it with your room key. If your hotel is 
served by the shuttle bus, your packet will contain information on 
transportation including the shuttle bus schedule and bus stop 
locations. If your hotel is not served by the Noreascon Shuttle, we 
will provide general information about alternative transportation 
to the Hynes.

Public Transportation
The subway and bus system serving the Boston area is excel

lent (for the U.S.). The “T”, as it’s called, runs from about 6:30 
am to 1:00 am, and almost every one of our hotels is within a few 
blocks of a subway stop. The subway system is cleaner than most 
systems in the United States, runs relatively frequently (less 
frequently on weekends and holidays, of course (sigh)) and will 
costyou only 750. Buses are 500 and also run frequently. Wewill 
try to provide transit guides, but we suggest you also check at the 
front desk or with the concierge of your hotel on arrival for 
specific information on how to get to N3 from your hotel.

Getting to the con from the airport
Transportation from the airport includes taxis, limousines, and 

the subway. A taxi will take at least 15 minutes and cost about $ 15. 
Also, most of the hotels have limousine service from the airport. 
Airport-hotel limos (Airways or Gray Line) cost approximately 
$7 per person and will take half an hour or more. The limo 
(emblazoned with the Sheraton logo among others) stops at all of 
the airport terminals every half-hour from 7 am to 9 pm. If traffic 
is bad, delays of half an hour or more can be expected.

You can also travel by subway. The free white and blue 
Massport Shuttle Bus (marked “to Subway”) is a five-minute ride 
to Airport Station on the Blue Line. You must transfer at 
Government Center to the Green Line. The ride to the Hynes lasts 
20 minutes.

Getting to the convention by automobile
The Hynes Convention Center is located at Exit 22 (marked 

“PRUDENTIAL CTR. / COPLEY SQUARE”) on the Massachu
setts Turnpike (1-90). This is a two-lane, righthand exit in a tunnel 
under the Prudential Center and is eastbound only. When exiting, 
take the lefthand exit lane marked “PRUDENTIAL CTR”.

Continue on the exit till it ends at a T intersection. Turn right onto 
Belvedere Street. The Sheraton-Boston main entrance will be on 
your right with a parking garage immediately after it.

Getting there from the bus and/or train station
Both the Greyhound bus terminal and the South Station rail

road station are within one block of a subway stop. The bus 
terminal is two stops from the Hynes. You must transfer between 
South Station and the Hynes. The ride will take about 20 minutes 
if you get a good connection. The Back Bay railroad station is a 
two-block walk from the Hynes.

Parties
The primary locations for Noreascon Three parties will be the 

Hynes Convention Center and the Sheraton-Boston Hotel. Parties 
are discouraged in the Back Bay Hilton.

We plan to have the largest parties in the Hynes. It has plenty 
of comfortable, carpeted space and can handle crowds without the 
usual elevator and noise-complaint hassles.

It is anticipated that many smaller parties will be in the 
Sheraton-Boston, using their fifth-floor hospitality suites and 
other rooms. Additionally, parties may use the Boston Park 
Plaza’s fourth-floor function rooms (which are converted sleep
ing rooms).

Noreascon will be doing as much as it can to help and support 
parties. We will be subsidizing refreshments, providing (free) 
extra ice, and the like for parties in the Hynes. If attendance 
exceeds our estimates, this is one area that will have a high priority 
for the additional income.

Medical Problems
It is our understanding that the Hynes will have a nurse 

available at all times when the Hynes is open to our members. 
Contact any Hynes uniformed guard or employee carrying a 
walkie-talkie for assistance. Outside of the Hynes, you should 
dial 911 for any emergency, or contact your hotel’s front desk if 
you are in a hotel. Noreascon itself can not provide you with 
medical care.

Personal Security
The number-one crime against visitors is purse and bag snatch

ing. We tend to get a secure feeling at conventions, when we think 
we are surrounded by friends and protected from the real world. 
But the large Worldcon is sure to attract the attention of profes
sional thieves. They may be any color, age, or sex. Please be 
careful and consider using any check rooms or safes provided by 
the Sheraton, Hynes, and Hilton. Keep track of valuables you are 
carrying and follow your hotel’s suggestions concerning your 
security and safety. Although thefts from hotel rooms are not 
common, it is always a good idea to keep valuables out of sight and 
to use the safe deposit boxes provided by your hotel.

In case of missing property, you should contact the Lost and 
Found in the facility where it disappeared. You may ultimately 
have to report the loss to the Boston or other local police. You can 
contact Noreascon at Information in the ConCourse. We will try
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CANVENTION 9
The Canadian National SF Convention 

and 

PINEKONE H
October 13-15,1989 

Skyline Hotel 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

SF GoH 
Fantasy GoH 

Art GoH 
Fan GoH

Special Guest 
Convention Guest 

MC 
Musical Guests 
Also attending:

GREG BEAR 
RAYMOND E. FIEST 
DAVID A. CHERRY 
MICHEAL SKEET

Judith Merril 
John Bell 

Larry "The Doctor" Stewart 
Ian Dewar & Dave O’Heare 

Bob Eggleton & Donald Kingsbury

Memberships are $20/$17US till Sept. 15 then $25C/$21US 
thereafter for attending and $5 supporting. The Skyline Hotel is 

one of the finest in Ottawa boasting impressive convention 
function space, underground shopping mall and health and 
recreational facilities. Room rates are $85C single and $95C 

double.

The CASPER Awards will be presented and GoH speeches given 
during our banquet Saturday evening in the scenic Stop 26 

overlooking the colourful Gatineau Hills.

★ WRITERS’ & ARTISTS’ WORKSHOPS ★ FANZINES ★
* DEALERS’ROOM * ART SHOW & AUCTION * VIDEO*
★ CUFF TURKEY AUCTION ★ WRITERS’ COMPETITION *

★ HALL COSTUMES ★ PARTIES * CON SUITE*

Please write to: 
P.O. Box 5368, Stn. F 

Ottawa, Ont., Canada K2C 3J1 
or call (613) 723-2485



to help with security problems and may be able to refer you to a 
source of further assistance. Remember, we are not a police force. 
No one on the Noreascon committee has authority to take custody 
of, or responsibility for, your valuables.

Following common-sense rules is your best insurance against 
inconvenience or disaster; for example, bring traveler’s checks or 
use the cash machines near the Hynes (including ones on the 
Cirrus and NYCE networks) instead of carrying large amounts of 
cash. These precautions will help make your stay in Boston an en
joyable one.

Handicapped Services
Our convention philosophy is to minimize the hassles involved 

in attending Noreascon Three for all our attendees. As we plan the 
convention, we are designing it to make long lines unlikely, to 
decrease crowding, etc. We recognize that some handicapped 
attendees may need additional help at the convention, so we will 
provide support for those attendees. This support includes the 
following:

• Special versions of publications
• Special seating at extravaganzas
• ASL interpreters as needed
• Coordinating the rental of equipment

If you are planning to attend Noreascon, need special services, 
and you haven’t already completed a survey, please write to us and 
ask for the Handicapped Services questionnaire. We need the 
results of the survey to help us plan for special publications, 
equipment rentals, and space allocation for special events. If you 
need to rent a wheelchair or three-wheeled electric cart for the 
Worldcon, please let us know. We can help you arrange the rental. 
We also need your ideas (and your help) on how we can better help 
you participate in the Worldcon. Please contact us if there is 
anything you need, or if you have any suggestions.

Noreascon Three is being held in the Hynes Convention 
Center. It is a brand new facility, designed to be barrier-free.

There are no stairs in the main corridors of the building, and the 
doors and aisles are very wide. Because the Hynes has a well- 
designed escalator system, we expect the elevators in the Hynes 
to be nearly unused. The Hynes is adjacent to the Sheraton- 
Boston, and there are two handicapped-accessible corridors con
necting the buildings. We are holding some additional rooms in 
the Sheraton for handicapped fans, so please write to us soon if 
you need a room.

Handicapped Services staff people will be available at Infor
mation in the ConCourse (Hynes Hall C) to answer questions and 
provide convention support.

Children’s Activities
Babysitting

Noreascon will provide free babysitting to all children who 
have either Attending Memberships or Children’s Admissions, 
including one-day Admissions. The babysitting environment is 
primarily a supervised, free-play environment, with some struc
tured games and activities. We will provide a few toys and books. 
We will also provide snacks, juice, and a light lunch. We will not 
provide breakfast or dinner. For infants, please bring your own 
diapers and bottles.

Babysitting plans to be open the following hours:

Thursday (Aug. 31) 12 noon - 5 pm 7 pm - 12 midnight
Friday 9 am - 5 pm 7 pm - 12 midnight
Saturday 9 AM - 5 PM 7 pm - 12 midnight
Sunday 9 AM - 5 PM 7 pm - 12 midnight
Monday 10 AM - 4 PM

Babysitting closes for two hours for dinner every night. Please 
pick up your child on time. We will have to charge those parents 
who are late in picking up their children (our babysitters are 
entitled to eat and sleep).

Babysitting may be available at $6.00 an hour for those 
children who are not members. However, space is limited, and we 
only guarantee to have room for those children who are members 
or who have children’s admissions.

Dragonslair
Dragonslair focuses on activities for children ages 6-11, al

though those older may participate. We will have videos, comput
ers, arts and crafts, and some science magic. We will be located 
in the Liberty Complex of the Sheraton-Boston. Our planned 
hours are:

Friday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sunday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

If you can help, or know anyone that can, please contact Lois 
Hecht at the Noreascon address. She is also looking for people to 
staff these areas during the convention. You do not need to know 
anything about these areas, but should have a willingness to be in 
the area and like kids. We may be open on Thursday if there is staff 
available.

Noreascon Three



Tourist Information
Boston is a city of many facets: historical, entertainment, 

business, and “home town”. For those of you coming to visit this 
Labor Day weekend, there are many opportunities to experience 
all of these. The average temperature in Boston during August is 
80’F (27°C) during the day and 63°F (17°C) at night. It is usually 
dry and sunny.

The easiest way to begin exploring is with a letter to the Greater 
Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau, PO Box 490, Prudential 
Plaza, Boston, MA 02199. Starting in May of this year, they will 
be distributing a book called “BOSTON” and other tourist flyers.

“BOSTON” is a pocket-program-sized travel planner full of 
information about where to go in the Boston area and how to get 
there. Along with important numbers such as a 24-hour phar
macy, it gives addresses and telephone numbers where currency 
exchange is available, consulates, sports schedules, the historic 
Freedom Trail, museums and other points of note. (For example, 
the Massachusetts Bay Brewing Company gives free tours on 
Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday.) The book tells how to get around 
in Boston on the“T” (subway), bus, taxi, or your car. It also 
includes a readable map.

Beyond Boston proper, but worth special visits, are Salem, Old 
Sturbridge Village, and Plimoth Plantation. Also there are Lex
ington, Concord, and Old North Bridge where the American 
Revolution began with “the shot heard round the world”.

In addition to all the above, the “BOSTON” travel planner 
book includes a day-by-day schedule of special events, such as 
which play/musical/drama is playing where—there’s even infor
mation on how to get half-price tickets.

A request to the National Park Service, 15 State Street, Boston, 
MA 02109, will get you information on Boston’s many parks and 

recreation areas. The Park Service also has wonderful walking 
tours of Boston.

If we can help with any further information, please drop by 
Information at the convention. There is also a Visitor Information 
Center in the Prudential Plaza, practically next door to the Hynes.

Red Sox Baseball
Many New Englanders will tell you that Red Sox baseball is 

fantasy—dark, tragic fantasy. The Red Sox have a long home 
stand during Noreascon, and Fenway Park is within walking 
distance of the Hynes. The schedule is:

Friday, August 25 - Monday, August 28
Tuesday, August 29 - Thursday, August 31
Friday, September 1 - Sunday, September 3

Detroit
California
Seattle

Weekday games start at 7:35 pm. The Saturday game against 
Detroit starts at 2:20 pm. Other weekend games start at 1:05 pm.

Tickets are $12.00 (box), $10 (reserve grandstand), and $6 
(bleachers). Tickets can be purchased by mail from the Red Sox 
Ticket Office, 4 Yawkey Way, Boston, MA 02215. Include $2 per 
order for handling. To order by phone using Visa or MasterCard, 
call (617) 267-1700.

Jogging in Boston
Martin Minow, a local fan and a marathoner, has gathered 

information about jogging and running routes near the Hynes. 
Send us a SASE and we’ll send you a copy.

NOTICE: Noreascon Three will NOT be able to cash 
checks for you. Your hotel may offer check-cashing 
services to its guests.

Noreascon Three 
Financial Statement

Assets
Cash $105,536.22
Accounts Receivable1 24,254.02
Capital Equipment 8.079,01
Total assets $137,869.25

for September 6,1986 through January 31,1989 Income
Memberships $162,434.31

Expenditures Dealers 34,033.00
Administrative $44,367.38 Hynes 89 $3,406.53 Advertising 1,925.00

Phone, postage, etc. $1,708.58 Memberships $2,932.84 Subscriptions 3,529.00
Meeting & storage 6,701.05 Other 473.69 Interest & donations 5,492.58
Capital Equipment & 7,304.95 Overage (net) 862.75

Maintenance Programming $528.91 Non-Noreascon 2.717.25
Depreciation 3,893.10 Total income $210,993.89
Legal 22,245.06 Services $18,484.17
Other 2,514.64 The Mad 3 Party $3,575.82 Income $210,993.89

$4,338.58
Progress Reports 14,108.10 Expenditures 7724251

Non-Noreascon Other 800.25
Net income $133,746.38

Extravaganzas $232.03 WSFS & Art Show $125.15 Cash as of
September 6, 1986 4,122.87

Facilities $5,764.76 Total expenditures $77,247.51 Assets $137,869.25

‘This entry includes advance accounts of members, both positive and negative, and monies collected on our behalf and held by 
NESFA, Inc.
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Both 1992 Worldcon Bids Offer:

A Sultry Climate.

A City Built on a Swamp.

But the Comparison Ends There...

EXPERIENCE

DC: Recent history has shown that a successful Worldcon depends on ex
perienced fans on site. We offer you one of the largest collections of local 
fannish talent anywhere in the world. Certainly your Worldcon needs the 
help of everyone in the fannish community but without local fans to guide 
the effort... chaos.

Orlando: Our loyal opposition has been talking a lot recently about how 
they’ll be enlisting everyone’s help to run their Worldcon. The fact of the 
matter is that they have no choice. The relatively small number of 
experienced people in Florida will force them to go outside, even for positions 
such as major division heads that should be handled on a local level.

FACILITY SIZE

DC: Our facilities are the right size for your Worldcon. We have three hotels 
with more than 250.000 square feet of function space (including 100.000 
square feet of major ballroom space) within an elevator ride of your room.

Orlando: Our loyal opposition has much larger facilities... maybe too big? 
And of course all of their facilities are under one roof— across the street (or 
further) from their hotels.



RESTAURANTS

DC: You’ve read our ads, you’ve seen our restaurant guide. 200 restaurants 
within 1 mile, 30 within 2 blocks, 10 within the hotels.

Orlando: We’re flattered that our loyal opposition has decided to publish a 
restaurant guide. Perhaps they recognized at last that good, convenient food 
is important to Worldcon attendees. Or does the delay have something to do 
with only 92 restaurants stretched over 3 miles (fewer than 25 within 1 mile)?

EXPENSE

DC: Subway to anywhere in DC for 80<r, room rates at $70-$80/night, no 
admission fees to the Air and Space museum or most other attractions (your 
tax dollars at work!), free shuttle buses (paid for by our hotels). A bargain!

Orlando: Car rental costs, $95/night rooms at their main hotel, $28 to get 
into Disney World (no costumes allowed), no membership discounts for site 
selection voters. Sounds like their attendees won’t have a lot to spend in the 
dealers room and art show.

Don’t take our word for it... Get the facts from both us and our loyal opposition. Catch 
us at a convention near you or write to:

DISCON HI 
P.O. Box 2745 

Collage Park MD 20740

Pre-supporting memberships are also available from the above address for $5.00 and are 
good for $5.00 off your attending membership when we win.

YOUR Worldcon

YOUR Choice



New Members and 
Membership Updates 

between October 27,1988 and March 22,1989

This is a complete list of new Members and Membership changes 
since Progress Report 5.

Membership Codes
The number and letter appearing next to each name represents the 
membership number and status as follows: a=attending, 
s=supporting, c=child.

4i6ia Robert Abrams 
4765a Bear Acks 
3832a Bruce Adams 
3621 a Jennifer Adams 
4555a Kenneth Adams 
4554a Ronnelle Adams 
4236a jack Agnew 
4025s Ann Agranoff 
3477a Bob Ahern 
4248a John Ahlers 
3757a Kathy a I be
4645a Dr. m. Forbes Albert
4288s *anfred Alex
4648a Chris Alexander
4806s Dan Al I dredge 
3774a Michael Allen 
4527a Robert Allen 
4694a Russel I c. Almond 
3828a David j. AIway 
4692a Patricia Ames
371 la David tee Anderson 
3704a Elizabeth Anderson 
4522s S.L. Anderson 
3767a Arlan Andrews
4818a Joyce Sammons Andrews 
4691 a John Annas
3784a Steve Antczak 
4413a Barb Armata 
4414a Bernie Armata
3819a Robert c. Armstrong
308da Douglas Arnoult 
4240a lou Aronica
3587a *s. Ellen Asher 
3701 a Melody Asplund-Faith 
3700a Randy Asplund-Faith 
3846a Agnes Marie Asscherlck 
3847a odie D. Asscherlck 
3964S A.J. Austin
3613a william 'scratch* Bacharach 
461ia Bob Bacheler

3999a Charlie Backman 
4255a j im Baen 
4442c Aubrey calen Bailey 
4443c Devin Alexander Bailey 
3868a Jonathan Baker 
4654a col in a. Baldwin 
4738a Bob Bane
4737a Rene P.s. Bane 
4742a Tara Edwards Barber 
3756a John Barnes 
4133a Mervyn Barrett 
2782a susan T. Barrett 
3768a Allen Bartlett 
3942a Holly Basiner 
4i8ia jeff Baskin 
4717a Naomi Basner 
4658a Robert Batt
4859a Miss Stephanie Bayne 
4872a Denis Beauvais 
363ia cinette Belanger 
4503a wilanne Schneider Belden 
4423a Donna Benedetto 
4729a Barbara Benge Is 
4046a Paula Bennett 
3995a Phi I Benoi t 
4502a Melinda Beth Berkman 
4639c Adam Berman 
4638c Danny Berman 
4637a Jeffrey Berman 
3580a warren Bernard 
4094a John D. Berry 
46ooa creg Bezoff 
4520s clnger Bickett 
3814s Lorraine R. Bier 
4196a clint Biggiestone 
3801 a Linda Ann Billington 
i25ia Sheryl Birkhead 
4067a Cynthia Bishop 
4500a John E. Blackburn 
3692a Robert c. Blair

3748a E. Michael Blake
4416a Mark Blattel
4313a David Blichington
3806a Beverly Block
4273a Robert bo I geo
298ia Gwendolyn Bolton
4569a clea l. Boone
3333a Norma Borgen
4351a Linda Boster
3893a Per Bothner
3565a Richard Bowker
4223a Michael Bowman
4460a Pieter Bowman
4386a stephen Boyd
4401a Ursula Boyle
369ia Richard Bradford
4454a Frederick chandler Bragdon
4543a John Brazier
4220a h. corson Bremer
4186a Noel-Anne Brennan
4230a Michael K. Brett-surman
4860a Ann j. Brinni tzer
4470a Guest of k.j. Brinnitzer
4469a K.j. Brinnitzer
4308a Alan L. Brown
43ioc Alan L. Brown, jr.
4306a Bruce m. Brown
4307a Daniel c.w. Brown
4828s Dwight Brown
3742a cuest of jael Brown
4309a Jan Brown
4619a Michael c. Brown
4007a Rebecca m. Brown
4305a Robert c.w. Brown
4774a David Bruce
3667s stan Bruns
1226a Edward Bryant
4287a cuest of Mary Brzezenski
4286a Mary Brzezenski
3984a Virginia Budner

4407s Rosemarie Buiik 
3980a j,w. Burkitt 
4246a C-H. Burnett 
4247a June Burnett 
3813s Dave Burns 
4586a Bill Bush 
3629a Lin Butler 
3628a Ron n. Butler 
3963a william Butler 
4370a Donna Byrnes 
4632a Joseph cain 
4594a Marilyn cain 
3881a John w. cairnes. jr. 
4505a D. cameron calkins 
4559a Patrick callanan 
4560a sandra callanan 
364ia Kim campbell 
4229a David c. camp!si 
3889a Eric cannon 
4170a peter card 
3848a Rebecca carey 
3563a Alan carl 
3562a h. Paul carl 
3564c jared carl 
356ia Lillian Stewart carl 
3648a Kit Carlson 
3962a Tina Carlson 
4383a suzanne carron 
4725a Denise Cartwright 
3979a a.j. casamento 
3780a coreen casey 
4787a Ed cassel 
3698a Anthony Castillo 
3839a jean Chabot 
4388a Virginia chai Ian 
443ia Glenn chambers 
4432a Ron chambers 
3879a clena Chao 
3812a Kat Charney 
3679a Amysue chase
4549a Julianne Chatelain 
4512a Virginia Chavez 
1194a David a. cherry 
4384a Barbara chitouras 
1188a Al Ina chu 
4581 a jeanhee Chung 
3660a carl l. cipra 
4777S Elizabeth E. Clark 
396ia Lincoln Clark, 111 
4778S Mark o. Clark 
3677a Carolyn cl ink 
4521 a cathleen cogswelI 
4674a Daniel cohen 
4320a Herb cohen 
4319a Mi tch cohen 
3659a Penney b. cohen 
4618c Adam col I ins
4804a Charles m. col I ins 
4615a David a. col I ins 
4616a Dorothy D. col I ins 
4617c Grant col I ins 
4253a Christine m. conran 
4667a c.b. consolazio 
3902a Chris conte 
4536a william c. contento 
3859a Judith R. conty 
4823a Debra Cray cook 
4334a Mary E. cook 
4773a Nancy cook 
3732a Elaine cooke 
3640a Chris cooper 
4177a caiI l. cooper 
3649a Tim Corbett 
1962a Debbie Corbin 
3830a william s. cornel I 
4276a Diana Corson 
4213$ cecelia cosent ini 
3842S Glen cox 
3566a creg cox 
4597a Sylvia cox

4563a Eleanor coy 
4564a Henry coy 
4099a John c. Cramer 
4iooa Pauline B. Cramer 
4596a James Crandall 
3978a Avis L. crane 
3678a Joseph H. crawford 
4368a Matt crawford 
470is Gloria creagh 
47oos John creagh 
377ia Althea cripps 
3770a Dennis cripps 
4123a Clare m. cronin 
4499a jerry crosson 
396oa John c. cryan 
4336a Deborah L. Cullen 
4i82a Laurel R. cunningham-Hl11 
3568a sheila D'Agostino 
3958a Dave DAmmassa 
3957a Don D’Ammassa 
3959a She!la D'Ammassa 
4261 a Patricia Dorazio 
4567a James h. Dal ton 
4391 a Karis a. Daniel 
4272a Richard E. Daniels 
4585a Patricia I. Daukantas 
3977a Bi 11 Davidsen 
3880a Paul Davidson 
3639a Steve Davies 
4633a Ann Davis 
4498a Christopher Davis 
4188a Karen Davis
4237a Catherine crook de camp 
3872a L. sprague de camp 
4119a Kearin de vos 
4093$ cleon e. Dean 
4720a Margaret Dean 
472ia Robert Dean 
4568a pat DeAngelo 
3658a Linda T. Deck 
4612a Dan Delaney 
3559a Joseph H. Delaney 
4408a b.m. De lap I ace 
4269a Paul Robert Dellechiaie 
4280a Brett De Image 
4496c Carolyn DeMarco 
4497c wendy DeMarco 
2577a Tamea c. Denault 
1975a Maryann Denny 
3844a Steven desJardins 
3858a Marc P. Desouza 
4075a Jim De try 
3956a Michael Devney 
4677s Sheldon Diamond 
4142a Arthur Dickey 
4110a cordon r. Dickson 
4790a Dean oierschow 
4504a Tena DiRuocco 
4650a Ann-Marie Dittman 
4649a John Di tttnan 
4870a Dave Doering 
4010a julie Dominian 
4090a Barbara Doran 
4821s Alan Dormire 
3874a Maurine Dorris 
3955a carol Downing 
4419$ Barbara Drake 
4201a John Drake 
4743a Lee Drake 
4744a valerie Drake 
3884a Jennie L. Drysdale 
4544a Dave Dubin 
4043a John Dumas 
4802a Kathryn Dunlop 
4801 a Robert Dunlop 
48ooa shir lee Dunlop 
4769a James R. Dunson 
3735a j.R. Dunster 
4733a Dawn Duperault 
4861 a Shirley Durr

4495a Bryant ourrelI 
4680$ LeRoy Dvorak 
4079a Kris oyas 
3575a David Dyer-Bennet 
3574a Pamela Dean Dyer-Bennet 
4652a Patricia Eber 
4653a Robert M. Eber 
4672$ Pete Echavarria 
4599a Dean Edmonds 
4003$ Mi I ton B. Edmonson 
4323a Brent Edwards 
3739$ George Alec Effinger

104a Bob Eggleton 
4858a Adam E. Ek 
457ia Regina El io 
3744$ Kathy Ellerman 
4023a sandra Emanuel 
3686a Cynthia Enmons 
4069a cabe Enmons 
3843$ Jill Engel 
3743$ Jill English 
4045a Mark a. Ernst 
4472a Vickie Ervin 
4540a Ke I ley Eskridge 
4669$ James h. Espy 
4343a Karen j. Estabrook 
4344a Robert w. Estabrook 
3886a wiIma c. Estes 
4803a Paul Estin 
3860a Geoffrey Etherington, ill 
3707$ May Eulberg 
4606$ Anthony wayne Evans 
4820$ Paula Evans 
4371 a Daniel j. Eyer 
4808a Christopher Fahy 
3592a Sharon n. Farber 
4640a a.c. Farley 
4686a Cheryl Farley 
464ia Ellen Sullivan Farley 
4687a cuest of Cheryl Farley 
4862a Dana Farmer 
4212a Diane Farnsworth-Kachmar 
4127a Paula j. Favaloro 
3975a Alan Feld 
3976a Marcia Feld 
36iia Gary Feldman 
38iia Tom Feller 
4795a jason Ferrara 
4055a Mark Ferrari 
4364a Sharon Fetter 
3953a Denis Filipettl 
3590a cinnie Fleming 
4789a Robert a. Fleming 
4082a Margaret s.m. Flinn, md 
4219a ian Flockhart 
4i4ia Rob Fortin 
373ia Claire K. Foster 
4329a Cynthia Foushee 
4330a Richard Foushee 
3799a cuest of Kitty Fowler 
4493a Regina Franch I 
3952a Kathleen Francis 
4706a Laura L. Frange I Io 
395ia Howard Frank 
3950a jane Frank 
3703a Mi 11 Frankel 
3854$ cecile m. Franking 
1088a Donald Franson 
3948a jeremy D. Freeman 
3949a susan m. Freeman 
4516a walt Frei tag 
360ia James R. Frenkel 
3603c Jessica sarah Frenkel 
3604c Joshua wi11iam Frenkel 
3745a Michael Jan Friedman 
4466a Kathy Fulton 
3608a Karen k. Furbish 
3947a Lawrence K. Furbish 
4757a John Fusek 
4664a Terry a. carey

Geographical 
Breakdown

as of March 22, 1989

USA/STATE
Alabama 19
Alaska 1
Arizona 42
Arkansas 6
California 467
Colorado 32
Connecticut 138
Delaware 22
D.C. 12
Florida 156
Georgia 88
Hawaii 1
Idaho 1
Illinois 219
Indiana 37
Iowa 10
Kansas 19
Kentucky 28

Louisiana 44 Tennessee 39 Belgium 2
Maine 36 Texas 128 Bermuda 1
Maryland 214 Utah 10 Brazil 1
Massachusetts 974 Vermont 10 Canada 185
Michigan 95 Virginia 161 Denmark 1
Minnesota 50 Washington 54 Dominican Republic 1
Mississippi 10 West Virginia 15 Finland 2
Missouri 47 Wisconsin 45 France 5
Montana 2 Wyoming 4 Holland 14
Nebraska 9 Israel 2
Nevada 7 CANADA/PROVINCE Japan 33
New Hampshire 130 Alberta 4 Malaysia 2
New Jersey 225 British Columbia 8 Mexico 1
New Mexico 18 Manitoba 16 New Zealand 6
New York 496 New Brunswick 6 Norway 2
North Carolina 23 Northwest Territories 2 Spain 1
North Dakota 0 Nova Scotia 2 Sweden 1
Ohio 117 Ontario 124 UK 50
Oklahoma 25 Quebec 22 USA 4535
Oregon 35 Saskatchewan 1 USSR 1
Pennsylvania 152 West Germany 2
Puerto Rico 1 COUNTRY Yugoslavia 1
Rhode Island 47 Argentina 1 —
South Carolina 11 Australia 20 Total 4871
South Dakota 3 Bahamas 1
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OrtancCo —
Where Meets i ECHNDLOGy!

This is more than a theme for our bid. Orlando is the place where high tech meets high 
fantasy. Near the convention center, Martin Marietta makes rocket engines, and a Chivalric 
Court is held in King Henry’s Feast. At Disney World, robotics, animatronics and imagina
tion create enchantment. Sea World, the world’s largest marine-life research and experimen
tal center is down the road near Places of Learning, one of the world’s great child-oriented- 
bookstores. And, of course, there’s the Space Center and the Universal and Disney film 
studios. And 1992 will be the 20th anniversary of Disney World and the 500th anniversary 
of Columbus' discovery of America. Both are scheduled to hold extravagant celebrations. 
Well, you get the idea.

In
MagiCon

Special Announcement:
The MagiCon Original 
Bookmark Anthology
The MagiCon Committee is also proud to 
innounce the start of a new and unique 
inthology. The MagiCon Original Book
mark Anthology contains contributions 
)f new stories and art by some of our 
irofessional supporters. (And, of 
course, information about our World
ton bid.) The first two book-marks 
are available now with original 
stories by Mike Resnick and Lee 
loffman, illustrated by Mary Hanson- 
Roberts and Gail Bennett.



MagiCon ■■ The Worldcon™ in Your Future!

An Experienced Committee
The Orlando area is a great place to visit and 
we’re sure you will enjoy yourself. But the 
Worldcon is the reason that we will be gather
ing here. And a Worldcon is run by the fans 
that make up the committee. An experienced, 
knowledgeable, and excited committee is an 
absolute necessity.

The MagiCon committee includes fans who 
have held 15 major Worldcon positions (in
cluding Chairmen, Board Members and Divi
sion Heads) and over 100 staff and department 
head positions. The enthusiasm of our bidding 
speaks for itself.

fMagiCon is determined to bring you the best 
convention possible. To reach that end, we 
have developed a committee that is enthusias
tic, knowledgeable about the field, fannish, and 
experienced in running conventions. Our 
committee and agents come to us from quite a 
variety of fannish locations in Florida, North 
America, and the world. We want to provide 
you with the kind of Worldcon ypu wgnt.^b, , 
give us your input. Tal^to ar^ us.

Facilities, Transportation & Rates
Our MagiCon convention facilities are among 
the finest in the world. We have over 300,000 
sq. ft. of meeting and exhibition space plus 
additional space for convention offices. The 
Orange County Convention & Civic Center is 
surrounded by the 3,000+ rooms we have 
blocked for the Worldcon. A new addition is 
the 800 room Clarion Plaza Hotel, currently 
under construction immediately adjacent to the 
Center. All facilities are wheelchair accessible.

Affordability is always a factor when going to 
a convention. MagiCon can virtually guarantee 
that your Worldcon will be less expensive in 
Orlando. In addition to the many low cost 
airfares available to this most popular tourist 
destination, and the lowest rental car rates ii^ 
the nation, our hotels provide a variety of 
amenities from the clean essent^ks of tn® 
Quality Inn (550 rooms bl^tked) tojjic luxury 
of Th^Peabody, our h^quarters hotel. Rates 
for 1992 are confirmed at $33-$37 for the 
totality I* and $69^^85 for the Clarion Plaza.

Special MagiCon Restaurant Guide 
Food.. .Food...And More Food!

Fans are always interested in food for their stomaches as 
well as food for their minds. We have compiled a guide 
to some of the restaurants nearby. The number and 
variety of eating places in the Orlando area is what you 
would expect from the world’s #1 tourist area. To see a 
sampling of your potential food choices, pick up a copy 
of our Magic Feast brochure (92+ Places to Eat in 1992) 
at any of our parties. In doing our research for a recent 
Noreascon™ questionnaire, we found that local restau
rants can feed dinner to 1.8 million fans per night (or as 
we like to say: 100 very hungry fans can eat dinner 
18,000 times per night).



Secret Shuttle Launch Test
Due to popular demand, we have begun our practice runs in having a space shuttle 
launch during a Florida convention. Last December, Tropicon VII started with a 
successful launch of the Atlantis, taking to the skies on a secret mission. We 
kept it secret you see, because we weren’t sure how it would all work out.
Anyway it was great, it went well, and we think we have all the bugs out of Coordinat
ing launches with our conventions.

Seriously, with SF fans’ interest in space, with the proximity of the Kennedy Space
port, with our close cooperation with NASA staff, and with our own selfish interests 
and proclivities in mind, MagiCon will definitely have a strong space orientation.

*1

“Why We Want to Run a Worldcon

Orlando, Where Magic Meets Technology. 
The theme of our convention is echoed in our 
city, our|6cal industry, our committee interests 
and our intenjjfbns.

M The Worldcon i^he place where devotees of 
scrence fiction and fllftasy^Cterature meet 
celebrate the field. Our committee is y ger to^ 
put on the fields’ annual reug^an, a»d to pro- ~ 
vide the structure and programs with which we 
entertain, enlighten and educate each other 
about the riches of our field.

Our plans for MagiCon are to explore the ways 
in which science fiction and fantasy have 
meaning and interest to us, to take full advan
tage of our proximity to Kennedy Space Center 
and local marine research facilities, and to 
revel in the magic and adventure characterized 
by Disney’s Magic Kingdom, Sea World and 
Xanadu.

Science fiction and fantasy can be serious and 
constructive, as well as a lot of fun. Our 
committee is experienced in the many forms of 
expression of the field — from sercon to 
blatantly silly. We have our share of fan 
historians, film aficionados, SCA seneschals,

NASA groupies, mathematicians, ’
lawyers, and died-in-the wool fans of ’
that crazy Buck Rogers stuff. We 
believe we can present a well-rounded, 
complexly textured, entertaining festival^, 
of the field. One to make Roscoe proud 
of us!

Our Committee,

w uo-unairs i
Joe Siclari, Becky Thomson, Tom Veal (Virginia) 

^oar&Members & Sub-Committee Chairman

Judy Bemis, Secretary; Susan Cole, Treasurer, Mike Drawdy, Board 
member, Melanie Herz, Parties Committee; Tony Parker, Administra
tion Committee; Dave Ratti, Board member & Publicity Committee;

Edie Stem, Strategy Committee

Committee Members
Mark Baumgarten, Phylis Brown, Steve Cole, Gail Cooper, Frank 

Dowler, Gary Fehnnan, Gary Feldbaum (Pennsylvania), Eric 
Ferguson (England), Penny Frierson (Alabama), Margaret Geming- 

nani, Carol Gibson, Mike Glyer (California), Dennis Greenlaw, Cindy 
Haight, Mary Hanson-Roberts, Ray Herz, Linda Hill, William Ivey, 

Mike Jencevice (Illinois), Gerald Masters, Kathleen Meyer (Illinois), 
Lynn Murphy, Ingrid Neilson (South Carolina), Andre Norton, Becky 

Peters, Carol Porter, Andy Robinson (New Hampshire), Andrea 
Rosenberg (Massachusetts), Mitch Silverman, Dick Spelman (Ohio), 

Mark Stanfill, John Thomson, Sue Trautman, Jackie Whitmore 
(Delaware), Steve Whitmore (Delaware), Bill Wilson, Ingrid Zierhut

Agents
Bruce Pclz, Los Angeles 

Uoyd & Yvonne Penney, Toronto 
Fran Skene, Vancouver

Perry & Rondinella Williams, West Germany
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4014a simson L. Carfinkel 
4018a Jonathan a. cargi11 
4576a Mark Andrew car land 
3759a Robert j. cates 
4312a jamie cayer 
4311 a Linda cayer 
4869$ Barbara B. cear 
4868$ Martin cear 
4494a Joseph ceigel 
4068a Deb ceisler 
4574a Patricia ceisler 
4279a Karl cerds 
4705a Christopher F. cerhard 
3766a call cerstner-MlIler 
43i6a Chris cesler 
3946a Karl ci ant 
3763a candis cibbard 
4573a william T. cibbs 
4696$ carol m. cibson 
4390a clenn Alan cibson 
4070a David h. Gift 
407ia Howard k. ci ft 
4072a janet m. cift 
4073a Kevin m. cift 
4004a Mike clIbert 
4058a LowelI s. clIbert 
4819a James ci 11 
4556a Margie cl 11 is 
3630a Benoit clrard 
4381 a julie cissel 
4197a Elizabeth claser 
3588a Steve claser
3987X Dr. Sheldon clashow 
44ioa peter n. claskowsky 
4779a Diane coans 
4780a Samuel coans
4037a Robert a. cobrecht 
3772a Joseph a. colden 
4299a Deborah a. cooch 
4195a sarah E. Goodman 
3753a Joseph Cori 
3752a julie cor I 
3754a Linda cori 
4593a Ani ta could 
4257a Daniel h. cower 
4614$ Steve E. craf 
4126a David c. craham 
l05ia Edw. A. craham. jr. 
3790a ms. Mary crant 
4035a Frances a. crau 
1049a Roy w. crau 
4507a Dennis b. Cray 
3662a Brion craziano 
4167$ Lori a. creen 
4409a Ronald m. creen 
3804a Martin Greenberg 
3805a Rosalind creenberg 
4812$ Kevin creene 
4128a Hugh a. creentree 
4129a Debbie cregoire 
4755a Daryl Gregory
4756a cuest of Daryl Gregory 
3895$ seth crenald
2999a L. Brooks Griffith, iii 
4059a Nicola crlffI th 
4109a Beth Tavel cross 
4083a n. Renee crove 
4398a Tom cuardabascio 
4095a Eileen cunn 
3625a James Cunn 
3989a Tamara Curevltz 
3597a James curney 
4249a Debbie L. cuthrie 
4730a julie j. cuthrie 
4839a Cindy cuyton 
4464$ Ann L. Hackman 
375ia Barbara Haddad 
3750a George Haddad 
3716a crystal Hagel 
4064a Karl Hal Iman

4296a Anna Mary Hall 
4153a sue Hal I 
4676a Rick Hal lock 
3863$ Ariel Hameon 
4174$ Tracy Louise Hamilton 
378ia Donald Hammi11 
4689a carol Hammond 
4688a Eric Hammond 
3714a Dorothy Hanson 
4671$ cerald b. Hanson, jr. 
4333a jon Harding 
3657a David Harmon 
3638a John Harold 
3689a David Harris
4449a Deborah Turner Harris 
3945a scott Harris 
4356a Karlene Harte I 
4016a Mary Hartery
4015a Barbara L. Hartmann 
3609$ Rocky d. Hasty 
36i4a Rick Hautala 
4537a Leslie Haven 
4538a Sheryl Haven 
4841 a cary Hayes 
4049a Bronwen m. Heap 
4120a Thomas L. Heckel 
359ia sam Helm 
4377a Harry Henderson 
3786a joey Lee Henkel 
4657a Dennis Edward Hennigan 
4656a oliver william Hennigan. 
4814a Kirsten Henriksen 
3807a Kevin Herbert
4620a Tammy Hercha-Brown 
4492a joel11 Herda
3663a Michael j. Herring 
3944a Philip Herscher 
3892a Astrid Hess
3555a janet l. Hetherington 
4848$ Alan Heuer
4794a cuest of Tim Heuser
4793a Tim Heuser 
3755a Robin Hevenstone 
4724a Katherine Hickey 
3782a stephen F. Hickman 
3637a Andy Hicks 
4217s saundra s. Hicks 
4697$ Linda j. Hill 
3817a Martha jane Hi 11 
4021$ jules Himber 
4551a Sigmond Hines 
436ia william j . Hodgson 
3723a David hoI lander 
4444a Frank Hol lander
45ioa cuest i of Robin F. Holly 
4511 a cuest 2 of Robin F. Holly 
4509a Robin F. Holly
3943a Heather McKenzie Holmes 
4256a stewart j. Holmes 
38ioa clifford R. Hong 
4175$ carol Honusziak 
4874a cwenyth E. Hood 
4595a Jacqueline j. Horgan 
4134a janet Horney 
4092s Richard R. Horton 
4278a Beth Houston 
3728a Dennis Howard 
4156a Denys Howard 
4372a Alan Hoy I and 
4373a Dorothy Hoyland 
4375c Leah Hoy I and 
4374c Samuel Hoyland 
4163a Kenneth Huebner 
4524a sandi Hughes 
4792a Lois E. Hull
3665a sheila m. Humphrey
3941a Frank Hunt
3825a jerrie w. Hurd 
3654a Brian Hurley 
4289a Bi 11 Hussar

4290a Paul Hussar 
4087a Dorothy v. Hutchens 
4089c Nancy Hutchens 
4088a Samuel h. Hutchens, hi 
4809a sandra j. Hutchinson 
3974a Edward c. Hutnik 
3652a Melinda Hutson 
4379a David a. lannaccone 
2271 a Tony j. ibbs 
4514a peg Kerr ihinger 
4513a Rob ihinger 
4022a Katherine iIlovsky 
4382a K. imison
375a sheila m. insley 

4415a David w. Irish 
4385a Hideaki ito
975a Mary Kay Jackson 

4728s serron jackson 
3894a Ron jarrell 
4363a Athena Louije Jarvis 
4362a Peter Robert Jarvis 
3681 a Bruce Jensen 
4019a Khristyne Jensen 
4565a Kris jensen 
4736$ Sheri John 
3798a cuest of Phyllis E. Johnson 
3795a stephen Johnson
4325a Steven Vincent Johnson 
4624a Steven Johnson 
3709a chuck Jones 

jr. 3845a Dave jones
4847a Heather Rose Jones 
4011 a Anne D. jordan 
4187a David jordan 
3476a Me I any Jocelyn jovlc 
4713a joyce m. joyce 
4714a susan k. joyce 
4125a caroline c. julian 
4211 a John j. Kachmar 
4204$ caiI Kaczmar 
4403a Anita Kafka
4663a Nicholas c. Kahl, jr.
4837a Rose Kahles 
4842a Mark B. Kaminsky 
3664a Bob Kanefsky 
4745a Aline B. Kaplan 
4746s cuest of Aline B. Kaplan 
957a Peter j. Kappesser

4468a Ron Kasman 
3837a cene Kasmar 
3940a Martin Katcoff, jr. 
4080a Miyuki Kato 
4081 a Naoyuki Kato 
956a Kenneth Katz 

4764a Amy Kauderer 
4763a Herb Kauderer 
955a Barbara Kaufmann 

4435a Donald c. Keller 
3973a Brian s.a. Kelly 
3646a James Patrick Kelly 
4234a stephen p. Kelner, jr. 
4235a Toni L.P. Kelner 
4318a Patricia Kennealy 
4392a Charles a. Kemachan 
3777a Hans Kernast 
4152a John Kessel 
3593a Thomas Kidd 
4489a Nola Kiely
4630a cuest i of Paul m. Kiley 
463ia cuest 2 of Paul m. Kiley 
4629a Paul m. Ki ley 
3585a James Ki 11 us 
4851 a judi th E. KindelI 
4852a Robert Kindell 
3764a Robert c. King 
4322a carol T. Kirk 
4321a Geoffrey B. Kirk 
3596a Tess Kissinger 
425ia Michele a. Ki tay 
3615a Katherine A! Kittredge

3887a Larry Klaes 
4601 a Rosemary Klein 
4275a Roberta Klein-Mendelson 
3983a Paul Kmecak 
3821 a Michael Knauer 
4389$ Margo l. Knight 
4491 a Andrew j. Knox 
48ioa Stanley Knutson 
4324a Jennifer -Guinevere- kocsIs 
4815a Edward F. Koenig 
4580a Karl Kofoed 
4355a Nancy Kolar 
4222a Roger Kolb 
399ia Alexei Kondratiev
936a Hiroshi Konoya

3992a David c. Kopaska-Merkel 
3993a sheila Kopaska-Merkel 
3645a e.m. Korshak 
4428a Chris Kostanick 
3779$ Mari Kotani 
3998a Ronald a. Kotklewicz 
48i7a Diane s. Kovalcin 
4816a James j. Kovalcin 
4053a Barbara Krasnoff 
4192a Bryan Krauthamer 
4227a Harry Kremer 
4628$ joAnne L. Kries 
4830s Karen Krijan 
4439a Alex Krislov 
4440a Robin Krislov 
4113a Sharon Krueger 
4508a Jacqueline a. Kuma 
4399a Phi I Kumbatovic 
4575a Tom Kunsman 
4855a Vincent Kurdyla 
4788a cherie E. Kushner 
4298a Arthur c. Kyle 
39ooa Phi Iippe LabelIe 
4162a valerie a. Laczko 
3923a Angus Laidlaw 
4805a Lissanne Lake 
4485a Audrey Lamb 
4091 a Eric Landau 
38i5a Geoffrey a. Landis 
4104a cordon Landis 
3871 a Kate Landis 
4548a Robert o. Landry 
4429a Betty Lane 
4297a Kerry Kyle Langford 
4517a Barbara Lanza 
3939a col in Lanz I 
4074a Paul Lappen 
3885a Ann Larimer 
4154a pat Larsen 
4155a walt Larsen 
372ia Kevin LaRue 
4665a John Latwinskl 
4621$ ceri Lauing 
4446a Vicky Laurence 
3883a Nanette Lavoie-vaughan 
4832a Matt Lawrence 
4490a David F. Lawson 
4642a Peter Lawson
4418a Dylan Tuatha Le Danaan 
4108a Steven Lebowitz 
2494a Lory Lee 
4047a Sharon Lee 
4707a Tina Lee 
4684a Marcus Leech 
4762c sibling of jacob Lefton 
3827a Bi 11 Legate 
4770a Deidre Leggett 

345a Hope Leibowi tz
4150a Tom Lemaire 
3982a Henry Leong 
3733a Neil s. Lerner 
3734a Rachelle Lerner 
3579a Maureen p. Leshendok 
3656a stephen Lesnik 
3972c Alex Leventhal

397ia carol Leventhal 
397oa Eric Leventhal 
4683a carl Max Levine 
446ia David D. Levine 
4300a Mark Levine 
4488a Al Lewis 
4704a Rebecca Li Iienfeld 
3650a Erica B. Lilly 
365ia North Lilly
4206a cuest of John Lindgren 
4205a John Lindgren 
37ioa chuck Lindsey 
4441 a Thomas j. Linehan 
3776c Tommy Lionel 
4054a Penny Lipman 
3862a Lynn a. Litterer 
384ia Brian j. Livingston 
4243a Pat Losrutto 
4775a julie Lockwood 
4198a janet l. Loftis 
4850a Chris Logan 
4184a carol a. London 
4i83a Kenneth London 
4530a ceciIia Long 
4531 a David Long 
4207$ John T. Long 
4179a Ann Loomis 
4178a Burr Loomis 
483ia Nancy E. Loomis 
4180a Rip Loomis 
3834a Danny lozinski 
3835a Mary Lozinski 
3838a Kerry Lund
890a Perrianne Lurie, mo 

4562a Hank LuttrelI 
3938a scott Lutz 
3875a Dan Luxenberg 
3736a wanda E. Lybarger 
4143a stephen r. Lyle 
3936a Christina Lynch 
3937a Terry Lynch 
3816a Duncan a. Maccregor 
4867a Edward Maccregor 
4277a f. cwynplaine Macintyre 
4608a janet Madden 
3969a Doc Madison 
4459a Howard c. Mahler 
4427a Laura Ma I or ieI Io
4294c child of jenness Majeska 
4292a jenness Majeska 
4293a Robert Majeska 
4550s Joseph t. Major 
4i3ia Lisa c. Makarchuk 
4487$ julia m. Malik 
4050a Benny Mai lory 
4766a Marion c. Mallory 
4767a Michael C. Mai lory 
3607a Lynne Malmquist 
4486a Patricia Malone 
4484a John Maloney 
3935a Kei th Manheck 
4533a sandra Manning 
479ia Kathy Mar 
4598a Russel I March 
4430a Judy Mar icevic 
4ii8a Joshua Mari I Io 
3636a Chris Marriott 
456ia Bonnie a. Marston 
4682a Paul Mr ten is 
3934a Alan h. Martin 
4172a Cheryl Martin 
4173c Gregory Martin 
4317a Karl Marlin
3933a Michelle m. Martin 
4i7ia scott Martin 
4002a Sheryl Martin 
3722a samia Raye Martz 
4644a Joan E. Mason 
4643a Richard F. Mason 
4302a Stacey Mattei

4033c Beth Matuszek 
4031 a cyndy Matuszek 
4030a David Matuszek 
4034c Laura Matuszek 
3480a Paula Matuszek 
4032a Steve Matuszek 
4359a BettIna May 
4360a cuest of Belt Ina May 
4051 a warren Mayer 
4191 a Anna Hyatt Mayor 
4404a Paul Mazzarel11 
4463a jenny MCAdams 
3808a Keith Mcclure 
3809a sheila Mcclure 
4535a j im Mcclymer 
4534a Kelly Mcclymer 
4039a Rick mccoIlum 
3932a Rita j. McConville 
4221 a Patrick McCormack 
4590a David Mccoy 
4060a Alleen mccuIloch 
406ia cavin mccuIloch 
3690a Penny mccuIloch 
4447a Charlie McCutcheon 
3683a Mark j. mccarry 
4685a Terry Mccarry 
4326a Bernie Mcceehan 
4577a Charles C. Mccraw 
428ia Alayne Mccregor 
4001 a cordon Mccregor 
4547a Patrick Mccuire 
4732a Daranda k. Mcinnls 
3694a Patricia a. mck!11 ip 
3626a Mark a. mcr!ley 
4448a David Means 
3685$ Richard c. Meece 
4044a Elaine Mello 
4542a Debra j. Mercurio 
4394a janice a. Mergenhagen 
3617a Ann Me the 
1706a Claire D. Metz 
3796a Paul c. Metz 
3797a Robert a. Metzger 
4340a David Meyer 
4342a Erik Meyer 
4836a cary w. Meyer 
4834a Kathyann Meyer 
4341a Katrina Meyer 
4835a Ruth Ann Meyer 
4353a Yves Meynard 
3856a Gloria Mikus 
3855a John Mikus
3888a Martha Mi I lard 
383ia Arthue w. Mi Iler 
393ia Elaine c. Mi Iler 
4483a jay Miller 
3765a John j. Miller 
3899a Martin Miller 
4572a Raymond Miller 
4048a Steve Mi Iler 
4515a Christopher Mills 
4506a susan E. Mi Ison 
4545a caiI MiIsztein 
4076a Rick Minkoff 
4239a Betsy Mi tchelI 
3829$ B.J. Mi t i as 
3865a Sharon Mock 
3682a l.e. Modesltt, jr. 
4147a Daniel Moertl 
4146a Marge Moertl 
3635a Debbie Moir 
3634a Mike Moir
441ia Thomas John Monaghan. 
3594a Andrea Montague 
3582a Elizabeth Moon 
3740a David Moore 
4723a David Moore 
3741a Diane Moore 
4346a Marian Moore
4865a Robert F. Moore, mo
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Come Share the (Magic... *
The MagiCon committee is proud to announce the formation of our new group of advisory, 
and supporters, the Friends of Orlando (FOO). This is a select group of outstanding people 

from our SF family. Each one has contributed much to our field. FOO is made up of Florida 
Professionals, Worldcon Guests of Honor and Worldcon Chairmen. It is our pleasure to 
present the initial members of the:

Friends of Orlando
Florida Professional Author
Florida Professional Artist
1986 Worldcon Chairman (ConFederation) 
Florida Professional Author
1974 Worldcon Chairman (Discon II)

& Florida Professional Author
Florida Professional Artist
1981 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Denvention II)
1982 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Chicon IV)

& Florida Professional Author
1956 Worldcon Chairman (NYCon II)

& 1983 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Constellation)
1971 Worldcon Chairman (Noreascon I)
1991 Worldcon Chairman (Chicon V)
1989 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Noreascon III)

& Florida Professional Author
1972 Worldcon Chairman (LACon I)

& 1980 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Noreascon II) 
Florida Professional Author
1970 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Heicon)
1959 Worldcon Chairman (Detention)

& 1988 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Nolacon II) 
1979 Worldcon Chairman (Seacon ’79)
1967 Worldcon Chairman (NYCon III)

& 1985 Worldcon Guest of Honor (Aussiecon II)

Robert Adams 
Gail Bennett 
Penny Frierson 
Joseph Green 
Jack Haldeman II

Mary Hanson-Roberts 
Rusty Hevelin 
Lee Hoffman

David Kyle

Tony Lewis 
Kathleen Meyer 
Andre Norton

Bruce Pelz

Gary Alan Ruse 
Elliot Shorter 
Roger Sims

Peter Weston 
Ted White

You can see and understand the tremendous interest and support which the MagiCon bid has generated. MagiCon 
presupporters now number over 1800 and that number continues to grow.

To be a part of the Magic, presupport Orlando in ’92. A presupporting membership is $5.00 and entitles you to reg- 
ular^iformation about the ‘MagiCon bid, a subscription to our bidzine, a MqgiCm button, eligibility to enter the door- 
prizeorawings at any of our parties, a $1.50 discount on our beautiful, high quality, 4-color MagiCon T-shirt (only 
$6.50 to Af suppotfers), and a $5.00 credit toward your conversion to attending membership when we win. Oh, it 
will also help us throw great bid parties for you. Join the 1800+ fans presupporting MagiCon, Orlando in ’92. Send 
your $5.00 to:

MagiCon, P. O. Box 621992, Orlando, FL 32862-1992

Worldcon is a registered trademadr of the World Science Fiction Society; Noreascon is a registered trademark(™) of Massachusetts Convention Fandom Inc.



4722a Terry Moore
3930a John Morman
3891s jeff Morphis
4758a carol Ann crondin Morrison
4117a Carolyn Morrison
476ic Melinda B. Morrison
4759a wayne S. Morrison
4760c william p. Morrison
3873a cuest of Pat Morrissey
3680a wayne Morrissey
3583a James Morrow
4005a Babette MortelI
4734a Craig Moseley
4863a Erast Mryl
46ioa william E. Mueller
4827$ Rich muIler
3897a Roy R. Muller
3896a Ruth h. MU Iler
4716a cary Munch
4715a Rose Munch
3968a clnie Murphy
477ia cuest i of T.o. Murphy, jr.
4772a cuest 2 of T.o. Murphy, jr.
4668a m.j. Murphy
4587a Judy Murray
4169a Muff Musgrave
4168a Real Musgrave
4822s Robin June Nakkula
4369a wendy Nather
3833a m. Terri Neal
3824$ Peter a.c. Neale
4783a Peter a. NeiIson
3729a Paul c. Nei tzke
3928a Harry R. Nelson
3929a Marjorie J. Nelson
4122a Patricia m. Newcomb
4350a Michael Newman
4708a victor Ngai
4200a Gregory Nicol I
4132a Louise Nolan
4199a Laurie Noonan
3618a jean-Pierre Normand
4228a Paul Norton
4057a Kristin Norwood
4266$ Elizabeth Steiner Novak
4265a s. David Novak
3643a Andrea Beth Novin
3712a Carolyn Novotny-Anderson
4768a John O Nei I
3927a David ONei 11
4367a David y. oh
3699a Masayukl ohta
4528a Stanley j. olszyna
2573a Marisa ong
4376a sheila m. oranch
3569a Rebecca ore
3793a Margaret Ann organ
3926a Lee a. Orlando
3901a Melinda orlin
487ia Tom Ornelas
4062a Francene orrok 
3671 a Bl 11 Packard 
4357a Mary Pagano
3719a Sharon Pagliarulo
4226a David Pal ter
4284a Josephine Paltin
3826a Aliza R. pan!tz
3925a ceorge Pappas
3988a James Paradis
4583a Lynn Paragamian
3823$ Lucinda Baron Parker
4467a Steve Parker
4077a Paul Parsons
3573a spike Parsons
4078a Susan w. "Aly parsons
3870a e. Michael Passaretti
2255a joan s. Paterson
3598a joe Patrouch
3599a Ruth Patrouch
3967a Marin a. Paul
4233a jewel Paur
4400a Steve pazniokas
4525a Elizabeth Pearse
4189$ Patty Pearse
4158a Ayni Pelmer
4159c Elly Pelmer
4160c Marta pelmer

4352a Claude j. Pelletier 
3747a Robin pemautle 
4566a Steve Perry 
3822$ Lawrence Person 
4424a Eric Peters 
4864a Thomas R. Peters 
4406$ Theo Petersen 
4114$ Amy petersoh 
36ioa Bob Peterson 
4347a James j. Petrassl 
4112a Diane Phi 11 ips 
4iiia jason Phillips 
376ia sue Phi 11 ips 
4603a James A. Pickett 
3749a John j. Pierce 
4405a carl Pierchai a 
4662a scott Pilate 
4121a Donna m. Pingrin 
423ia Anne Phyllis Pinzow 
4260a capucine Plourde 
3720a Lauren PodoIak-Loeue 
4579a Marianne popa 
4582a Mary B. Porter 
4140a Drew post 
41oia Dave Powe 11 
4013a joyce Powers 
3633a Lyn Pratchett 
4450a Brian Preble 
3688a Byron preiss 
3924a Brad Preston 
36i9a winter prosapio 
3869a Karen PurcelI 
3867a Irene Purdy 
3922a Anne Marie Quint 
3737a Steven c. Radtke 
3661$ Anita Raj 
3724a Ken Rajman 
4604a John F. Rando 
2878a Peggy Ranson 
4358a Don Rash
4393a carol Anne Rasmussen 
4719a Chris Raver
4017a cuest of jean v. Ravinski 
4086a Alan L. Ravi tch 
4065a Alma l. Rawn 
4066a Laurie Rawn 
4702a Melanie Rawn 
386ia victor j. Raymond 
4365a Eric Read 
4588$ Tony Recchia 
4570a Marla R. Reed 
4752a Chris Reeves 
4452a Mickey Zucker Reichert 
4107a Phi I m. Reiss 
3787a Susan m. Reitz 
465ia peter Remenchus 
3760a Steph Rendino 
3877a Dorothy Mary Renko 
4i85a Cynthia Ricciardi 
3557a Diane m. Rice 
4602a Russel I Richards 
392ia Laura Rickard 
4i93a Frederick e. Ricketts 
4853a Michael Rightor 
4797a Ronald Rizzo 
3715c Devin Roberts 
3713a Ken Roberts 
3775a Duke Rob11 lard 
4194a Ari in Robins 
4216a jeanne Robinson 
4038a Paula Robinson 
4215a spider Robinson 
4526a Suzanne Robinson 
4591a Cynthia Rodriguez 
3589a Keith RodwelI 
4482a Kate Rogers 
448ia Mark Rogers 
4000a cinny Rogerson 
3920c Chris Ronsicki 
3919a jayne Ronsicki 
3918a walter Ronsicki 
4345a carol Roper 
4036a David w. Roscoe 
3558a Lynn Rose 
438oa Martha s. Rose 
4670a Mary Rosenblum 
3876a wendy Ross

4776a Jennifer Roth 
3612a Mi I ton Rothman 
4238a Mrs. Mi I ton Rothman 
4622a Robin F. row I and 
4518a Dennis Roy 
4040a Kimberly Rufer-Bach 
4824a Kris Rusch 
3674s Richard Paul Russo 
3890a Patricia Rust 
4301 a susan Rust 
4849a Elizabeth c. Ryan 
4303a James sabshin, md 
4304a Mary Leigh sabshin 
2869a Karl R. sackett 
4480a josh sacks 
3669a Michelle m. sagara 
4479a Richard D. Sakamoto 
4826a carol sal emi 
4041 a joe sanders 
4084a Ruth Sanderson 
4202a Kathleen-Marie sandford 
4695a Alison sandman 
3726a Linda c. satkus 
4244a Marlene Y. satter 
4421a Lorraine savage 
4420a Lynn savage 
3577a Karen colleen savltzky 
3578C Katy savi tzky 
3576a Steve savltzky 
3676a Robert j. sawyer 
4796a vera schabicki 
4225a Bradley E. Schaefer 
4224a Martha w. Schaefer 
4106a t.l.l. Schaffer 
3622a Merrie schaller 
2220a Mary Ellen scharadin 
4605$ Christine r. Schmidt 
46i3s James T. Schmidt 
3567a joyce schmidt 
4337a Stanley schmidt 
4149a Esta Schneider 
3990a Rabbi ilene Schneider 
4096a jerry Schneiderman 
4478a David E. schnyer 
4477a Lili Marlene schnyer 
3904a Reg Schofield 
3905a Winnie Schofield 
3785a susan schuck 
3624a Donna L. Schultz 
3666a Richard j. Schwartz 
3917a James schwendinger 
4698a Denise a. sealy 
4699a Virgil Q. sealy 
3916c Acacia sears 
3915a Lindy sears 
4259a Dale seim 
4008a Mary serafino 
3954a Diane Severin 
4829a charmaine Severson 
4263a Eliza shalIcross 
4264a Mark shalIcross 
4105a Kenneth sharp 
4102c Barclay Lake Shaw 
4681 a Elizabeth Shaw 
3857a Beth c. she I Igo 
4314a Lauren shellenbarger 
473ia Deborah b. shepherd 
4402a Howard shere 
4754a Anne L. Sheridan 
3616a Derin Sherman 
4438a Rickey D. shields 
4437a Ruth m. shields 
3878a John a. Shiflett 
3791 a Linda shipman 
4024a Brian R. shock 
3800a Howard shubs 
4523$ Art shuffler 
3725a Rudy shur 
4338a Mike Shuster 
3966a Kurt c. Siegel 
4465a stan sieler 
4693a jamie Allison siglar 
4675a Erlinda si Iler 
4434a Ephraim Silverman 
4433a Yossie siIverman 
4242a janna Silverstein
4634a Mary Ellen cal lick Simmons

4635a Steve Simmons 
4636c Ted Simmons 
4813$ jason Simonds 
3898a clenn simser 
3864a cortney skinner 
4283a Dale l. skran 
3914a Mandy slater 
4609a Eric w. Slavin 
4315a Kenneth Sloane 
4214$ Roderick Smedley 
4666a Christopher smigliano 
4ii6a Cheryl l. smith 
4726a Christina l. smith 
4006a D. Alexander smith 
4825a Dean wesley smith 
4218a Dina smi th 
4659a Doris smi th 
471ia Ethel smi th 
4712a Frank smi th 
4098a Mrs. Dianne smith 
4840a Nevenah smi th 
4532$ Samuel A. smith 
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